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ABSTRACT 

 

The objective of this thesis is to help explain why the Oromo people do not rebel 

against the current government in Ethiopia as they rebelled and ousted the Derg in 

1991. The theory deployed, which seems to be of particular relevance when seeking 

an answer to absence of rebellion, is the Why Men Rebel model by Ted Gurr (1970; 

2000). The findings indicate that seven out of 16 variables presented in the theory, 

have changed in their variety of presence. Six variables have changed in variety to be 

dependent, a lesser risk to rebellion, and one to be dependent, a greater risk of 

rebellion in 2013 compared to in 1991. Altogether, Gurr’s theory on Why Men Rebel 

helps to explain why the Oromo people do not rebel in Ethiopia, and it also seems to 

be a suitable use, not only for quantitative studies but for in-depth qualitative research 

as well.  
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CHAPTER 1 – SETTING THE STAGE 

 

Introduction 

 The region of Oromiya is arguably the most important as well as the most fragile 

part of the contemporary Horn of Africa. The Oromo people are the most numerous 

ethnic group not only in Ethiopia, but also in the wider Horn. Oromo nationalism is 

one of the most sensitive issues of contemporary socio-political development in the 

country. There is no definite census, but it has been suggested that the Oromo people 

constitute 45 percent of Ethiopia’s total population of approximately 90 million. Also, 

the Oromo people are usually referred to as ‘the big elephant in the room,’ as they not 

only constitute the numerical plurality, but are also territorially concentrated in the 

region of Oromiya (Markakis, 2010, pp.45-48).    

 Regardless of being the demographic plurality in Ethiopia, the Oromo people are 

still a political minority. They are underrepresented in politics, subject to oppression, 

and forced into a process of assimilation and acculturation. This illustrates one of the 

paradoxes of socio-political development in Ethiopia where ethnicity is strongly 

politicised (Záhořík, 2014 pp.34-36).    

 This suggests that the Oromo people would be prone to rebel against the 

government, but the continuous oppression of the current Ethiopian regime only 

seems to conjure minor protests and demonstrations. This is interesting, and brings to 

mind Ted Gurr’s classic from 1970, “Why Men Rebel”: why do not the Oromo people 

rebel against the government in Ethiopia, because as we have seen before, they 

rebelled against the Derg2 regime in 1991? 

 According to Gurr & Moore (1997, p.1082) and followed up by Weede & Muller 

(1998) rebellion is “a concerted campaign of violent action used by organisations 

claiming to represent an ethnic group to make claims against the state.” Essentially, as 

Weede & Muller argue, the number of those engaging in a demonstration or protest 

needs to be in proportion to that ethnic group´s total number before it can be 

categorised as a rebellion. Creating turmoil during a demonstration can thus not be 

called a rebellion if the number of demonstrators is only two—regardless of whether 

or not they claim to represent the entirety of an ethnic group (1998, p.44). Rebellion is 

                                                 
2 The Derg translates to committee or council, an abbreviation of Coordinating Committee of the 
Armed Forces 
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instead the activity of organising thousands of members—a demonstration, a large-

scale protest—fighting for a common cause (Gurr & Moore, 1997, p.1082). 

 In line with this definition one can affirm that there has only been one rebellion in 

Ethiopia since its last emperor, Haile Selassie, was ousted. This is a shift from the 

socialist regime to a feudal Ethiopia in 1991. At this time, the ethnicity of the Oromo 

in the south and the ethnicity of the Tigray in the north are the best-known examples 

of the ‘crystallisation’ of rebellion against the “Derg” (Záhořík, 2013, pp.54-55). 

 As of today, the Oromo Liberation Front (OLF) is the only existing ethno-

political movement to have rebelled against the Derg, but its initial objective of self-

determination expressed in the establishment of an independent state of Oromiya, 

went unfulfilled.  This is curious, because the Ethiopian constitution guarantees the 

right to self-determination up to and including secession for all ethnic groups. Instead, 

by virtue of being the largest ethno-political group not only in Ethiopia but also in the 

wider Horn, the Oromo are perceived as a threat to Tigrean Ethiopian Peoples 

Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF) power, which has caused government 

repression of the ethnic group. The Ethiopian regime has completed preparations to 

annul the official use of Oromo language in over 375 cities and towns in Oromiya, 

and the EPRDF has implemented laws and regulations that effectively diminish the 

possibility for any ethnopolitical oppositional movement to participate in politics 

(Bulcha, 1997, pp.327-330). 

 In a historical context, this suggests that the political force of the Oromo people 

should be prone to rebel against the Tigrean EPRDF just as they rebelled against and 

ousted the Derg in 1991. Additionally, the death of former Prime Minister Meles 

Zenawi in 2012 has spurred several Oromo organisations to once again press for their 

right to self-determination. This is causing the Ethiopian regime led by the so-called 

‘Tigray clique’ to find themselves in a more fragile and narrow political space than 

ever before. Some Oromo leaders and intellectuals, mostly via the Internet, claim that 

the independence of Oromiya should be a natural option comparable to the Eritrean 

independence of 1993 (Záhořík, 2014 pp.34-36).  

 The focus of this study is on the ethnic plurality3 of the Oromo people—what 

keeps them from rebelling, and what could trigger it? What national, regional or local 

                                                 
3 The Oromo people are the most numerous ethnicity in Ethiopia but they do not constitute more then 
50 percentage of the total population, thereof they are a plurality and not a majority.  
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predicaments enable the contemporary absence of rebellion in the case of the Oromo 

people in Ethiopia?     

 

Research Purpose and Research Question  

 As indicated, contemporary political tensions in Ethiopia are a result of earlier 

failed attempts of regime change and succession politics, where ethnicity is strongly 

politicised and ethnic discrimination is practiced. The purpose of this study is to 

investigate, by means of Gurr’s theory of why and under what circumstances groups 

rebel, why the Oromo people do not rebel against the government in Ethiopia, as 

when they rebelled and ousted the Derg in 1991. This is interesting because the OLF’s 

pursuit for self-determination was left unfulfilled even after they ousted the Derg in 

1991. They are still underrepresented in politics, subject to repression, territorially 

concentrated, and denied their legal right to self-determination expressed in an 

independent state of Oromiya.     

 

 The research question reads: 

Why do the Oromo people not rebel against the government in Ethiopia? 

 

 In order to answer the research question, the theory, Why Men Rebel will be 

deployed and the variables presented in it will be examined. What and how have the 

variables presented by Gurr as explanations for rebellion changed in Ethiopia between 

1991 and 2013? If all the variables or ‘prerequisites’ as argued by Gurr seem to be at 

hand despite the absence of rebellion, we will not be able to answer the research 

question, and the theory will be identified as insufficient in this matter. On the other 

hand, the theory may help us explain the absence of rebellion and thus identified as an 

useful instrument for this analysis.    

 

The Proceeding of the Study 

 This study will proceed with the context of the Oromo people in Ethiopia, in 

order to facilitate further reading before turning to some general methodological 

aspects presented in the second chapter. After these general foundations, the third 

chapter follows. Here the theory adopted will be presented, and afterwards, in the 

fourth chapter deployed on the case. If the study finds certain variable(s) to have been 
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present in both 1991 and 2013, it will proceed by analysing those variables that in 

opposite seem to have changed in terms of presence or absence. The study is then 

completed by with the fifth chapter, which begins with conclusions and eventually 

ends up with a discussion about mechanism(s) that might be of further interest to 

analyse.  

 

The Historical Context of the Oromo  

 Historians agree that different Oromo clans have lived on southern tip of present-

day Ethiopia for over a millennium. It is suggested that a great trade-influenced 

Oromo migration brought most of the Oromo to present-day Ethiopia in the 1500s and 

1600s. As a community the Oromo-speaking people were among the first in Eastern 

Africa to create a functioning system of governance. This system, known as the 

Gadaa system, was based on social stratification and was quite similar to the form of 

democracy that evolved in ancient Athens (Mekonnen, 2013, p.291). Bates (1979) 

contends that the Oromo “were a very ancient race, the indigenous stock, perhaps, on 

which most other peoples in this part of eastern Africa have been grafted” 

(Mekonnen, 2013, p.291). 

 From medieval times to several hundred years forth, the Oromo people lived 

peacefully and traditionally structured in accordance with the Gadaa system. It 

included, among other things, to hold popular assembly, Gumi Gayo, every third 

month. There, legislations was discussed and interim elections of a new leader, the 

Abba Gadaa, occurred every eight years (Mekonnen, 2013, p.298).  

 As a community, the Oromo people were not interfered with, but grew as they 

allowed people to integrate through being adopted into the Gadaa system and thus 

into the Oromo community. Historians claim the Gadaa system to be an advanced 

version of the democratic system in ancient Athens, which could explain its 

contemporary prosperity. Also at this time, the Solomonic dynasty4 (950 BC – 1974) 

was only concentrated to incorporate the northwestern quadrant of present day 

Ethiopia and not present-day central and western Ethiopia, which also could explain 

the yet peaceful and flourishing Oromo community (Mekonnen, 2013, p.31). 

                                                 
4 The House of Solomon is the former ruling Imperial house of the Ethiopian Empire. Its members 
claim patrilineal descent from Solomon of Israel and the Queen of Sheba, the latter of whom tradition 
asserts gave birth to Menelik I after her biblically described visit to Solomon in Jerusalem.   
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 Ethiopia as we currently know it was shaped under the reign of Menelik II, who 

was Emperor from 1889 until his death in 1913. After defeating the Italians at the 

battle of Adwa in 1889 and containing Ethiopia from an Italian expansion, Menelik 

set off to subjugate and incorporate the lands and people of the South, East and West 

into his empire.” The people subjugated and incorporated were the Somalie, Sidama, 

Gurage, Wolayta and the Oromo. In total, the Abyssinian empire was to include 

northern parts of present-day Kenya, as well as eastern parts of present-day Sudan and 

South Sudan (Mekonnen, 2013, pp.85-86).  

 As a consequence, the Gadaa system and obviously the Oromo communities 

were now to dissolve as Ethiopia become a multinational empire. Although, the 

Amhara and Tigrayan people became minorities in the imperium that was built, they 

kept their position as political and economic leaders. All land from non-Amhara and 

non-Tigrayan people was claimed and now to be leased from the Abyssinian empire. 

Amharic was set as the official language of the empire and was to serve as the 

language in all bureaucratic instances and culture of integration. This left the ethnic 

minorities of Somalie, Sidama, Gurage, Wolayta and Oromo no choice but to 

simultaneously accept a process of acculturation and assimilation, although the 

‘neftegna-gabbar’5  system eventually would solve the final question of ’ethnic 

cleansing’ (Markakis, 2011, p.283).  

 In the end, Menelik’s Abyssinian conquest of southern and western parts of 

present-day Ethiopia was not that different from western colonisers scattered around 

the continent at the time. Nonetheless, the expansion of the empire during Menelik II 

created deep divergences between the oppressed ethnicities and the northern 

exploiters (Záhořík, 2014 pp.50-51). 

Haile Selassie (1916-1974), the successor of Menelik II and the last emperor of 

Ethiopia continued a policy of centralisation as the southern ethnicities of Ethiopia 

still threatened its unity. Oppression and repression of ethnic minorities remained and 

strengthened the divergences between ethnicities in the south and the Abyssinian 

government even more. Haile Selassie was later ousted as the Derg came to power 

through a military coup d’état in 1974. Led by Mengistu Haile Mariam, the Derg 

established a one-party communist state in a pro-Soviet, Marxist-Leninist manner. 

                                                 
5 The neftegna-gabbar system was imposed on the Abyssinian conquered territories without delay and 
allowed neftegna (gunmen from the northern highlands) to use local gabbar (slaves from the lowlands) 
for whatever purpose required including marriage.     
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The Derg was established by a group of military officers to maintain law and order 

due to the powerlessness of the civilian government following widespread mutiny in 

the armed forces earlier that year (Markakis, 2011, pp.161-163).  

Resistance grew throughout Ethiopia, and between 1976 and 1991, the Derg 

faced an intrastate conflict. Ethno-regional parties began to evolve on Ethiopian soil 

as a response to the failed hopes and ambitions of minorities to create an ethnically 

and socially equal society. The Eritrean People’s Liberation Front (EPLF) fought for 

the independence of the Eritrean province; the Tigrayan People’s Liberation Front 

(TPLF) fought for power in the provinces of Tigray and Amhara; and the Oromo 

Liberation Front (OLF) fought for the right to self-determination and the restoration 

of its Gadaa system, expressed in the establishment of an independent and sovereign 

state of Oromiya (Záhořík, 2013, pp. 75-77). 

Struggling for authority the Derg launched the campaign ’Red Terror’6 financed 

by the communist bloc to eliminate all adversaries. It did not however manage to 

withstand pressure from armed guerrillas around the country due to the withdrawal of 

aid by Socialist bloc countries as the fall of Communism occurred in 1989 (Marcus, 

1994, pp.195-196). 

 In January 1991, a political coalition lead by TPLF, the Ethiopian People’s 

Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF), the EPLF, and the OLF rebelled and 

ousted the dictatorship of Mengistu Haile Mariam. Later that year, with political 

support from America, the TPLF dominated coalition of EPRDF established an 

interim government with their guerrilla leader Meles Zenawi as its president. At this 

time the OLF, whom also rebelled against the Derg, was the only political movement 

that was not represented in the coalition. The reason for this was that the OLF, 

representing the Oromo people, was never interested in being a part of an Ethiopian 

state, nor do they hold the Ethiopian identity as theirs. Just as EPLF fought for the 

independence of Eritrea, which also resulted in a successful secession in 1993, the 

Oromo people have been fighting for an independent state of Oromiya (Marcus, 1987, 

pp.45-46). 

  Initially, the fall of the regime brought an eagerly awaited democratisation 

period, where all ethnic groups in Ethiopia should have had equal status and equal 

                                                 
6 The Red Terror was a campaign of urban counter-insurgency waged in the main cities of Ethiopia in 
the 70s and the 80s.   
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access to the government and its institutions. However, as in the 1970s, hopes of 

democratisation were quickly overshadowed as the transitional government slowly 

turned into an autocratic regime, following the pattern of ethnic democracy led by the 

so-called ‘Tigray clique’ (Jalata, 1998, pp.87-88). 
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CHAPTER 2 – THE CASE STUDY METHOD 

 

 In this chapter, there will be a presentation of the research design that is 

employed to fulfill the study’s purpose and to answer the study’s question. The 

purposes are to (i) create reader awareness of the methodological implications of the 

various research design choices, (ii) define and present the case selection, (iii) 

describe the role of theory and (iv) present the study, method of data collection and 

inbuilt limitations. 

  

The Comparative Case Study Design 

 The purpose of this study is to help explain why the Oromo people do not rebel 

against the current government in Ethiopia, as they rebelled and ousted the Derg in 

1991. Thus, the purpose of this study is twofold: on one hand, it contributes to our 

understanding of why the Oromo people do not rebel in contemporary Ethiopia, and 

on the other it may contribute to our understanding of what factor(s) seem to have 

caused the rebellion in 1991, and thus what factor(s) seem to be missing today. The 

finding may also be that the Why Men Rebel model, including its sub-hypotheses 

seems to have a rather vague explanatory power concerning the lack of rebellion in 

Ethiopia. 

 

Case Selection 

 Selecting the emerged Oromo people’s movement, the OLF, to be the single case 

for this study, can be argued as both appropriate and pragmatic. Within its complexity 

there is a presence of the phenomenon (“Why Men Rebel”; why do not the Oromo 

people rebel) in the case of the Oromo people in Ethiopia. Pragmatically, in selecting 

the Oromo peoples’ movement due to the presence of the phenomenon in 1991, and 

the absence of it as of 2013, permits the study to depart from a set of theoretically 

hypotheses (Porta, 2008, pp.211-213). Furthermore, it should also be noted that some 

researchers would argue that selecting a case due to its relevance would be to ignore 

rules of avoiding selection bias. This study does, however, depart from the 

methodological framework that no such rule exist when purposely selecting cases for 

possible analytic gains due to their in-depth nature (Porta, 2008, p.212).   

      This has to be supported by a comprehensive theoretical framework. Altogether, 
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Ted Gurr’s theory on “Why Men Rebel” provides a most welcome tool. In total, Gurr 

surveys the behaviour of 275 politically active ethnic groups during the 1990s and 

pinpoints the factors that encouraged these groups to rebel. Thus, it seems not only 

that his theory on Why Men Rebel is the most valid as a methodological approach but 

also most reliable. The Oromo people are already accounted for in the surveys carried 

out by Gurr, and we can be certain of that the Oromo people as an ethnopolitical 

group correspond with the definitions set forth by Gurr. One might thus ask why I 

chose to study the Oromo people in the first place, since it already has been included 

in a similar study. The answer is twofold. Firstly, Gurr’s surveys do not include any 

statistics that allow us to do a comparison over time, which is the core purpose of this 

study. Secondly, Gurr’s surveys do not provide any empirical explanation, and lack an 

in-depth analysis, which is the aim of this thesis. That is to say, Gurr’s research on 

Why Men Rebel is based on a quantitative design and categorises a variable as either 

present or absent. In an in-depth analysis on the other hand, the researcher is able to 

map differences in (degree of) presence or absence, and may thus find explanations to 

a phenomenon that a quantitative comparative method misses. 

 There is no question whatsoever that Gurr’s theory is suitable for probing why 

and how ethnopolitical groups rebel, but we should bear in mind that it was developed 

for quantitative research. Gurr operationalises the variables in the Why Men Rebel 

model as present or absent, which in turn represents either an increase or decrease 

concerning the likelihood of rebellion. However, this operationalisation has been 

recognised as a somewhat obtuse instrument when it comes to measuring certain 

variables present in this case. Therefore, a differentiated way of operationalising some 

variables has been suggested, which implies that variables can be coded not just as 

present or absent, but that variables also can be coded as increased or decreased in 

their variety of presence, for example if the number of intrastate conflicts have 

decreased. That is to say, it would be misleading to categorise this variable, for 

instance, as present in both 1991 and 2013 if the numbers of intrastate conflicts 

actually have decreased, say from 10 to 1. This would provide us with a misleading 

conclusion and assessment. However, if we acknowledge this disclaimer and carry it 

with us, we can proceed and operationalise the variables in the Why Men Rebel 

model, differentiated when necessary. 
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Case Study Method 

 In his book People Versus States, Gurr presents the Why Men Rebel model. It 

consist of 16 hypotheses (variables), of which six are accounted for as “key-

variables,” six as “domestic,” and four as “external” factors (more thoroughly 

elaborated in the “Theory” chapter), whose value is argued to determine the answers 

to the question of “Why Men Rebel?”  

 Alexander George and Andrew Bennett’s methodological handbook Case Studies 

and Theory Development in the Social Sciences provides a well-used guide in how to 

deploy a case study. Nonetheless, case studies have received criticism for not being 

truly scientific, comparative, and accumulative, thus contributing only marginally to 

further research. George and Bennet recognise the following and outline some well-

known typological concepts. First, it is important to keep the method “structured,” 

which involves the researcher writing questions that can be reflected in the research 

objective, keeping the method “focused” in a way that it deals with only certain 

aspects of the historical cases examined. The researcher needs thus to develop a set of 

questions in line with the theory employed. The question(s) must be focused in the 

sense that they concern only the topic dealt with, of which the phenomenon of this 

case is an example (George & Bennett, 2005, pp.69-71).  

 In this context, since the thesis aims at help explain why the Oromo people do not 

rebel again as they did in 1991, it is of crucial importance to define within what time 

frame, and why this comparison will be carried out. As previously stated, the Oromo 

are the best-known example of the crystallisation of rebellion against the Derg but 

have not since it was toppled gained either a greater voice in politics or claimed their 

right to self-determination expressed in an independent state of Oromiya. Regardless, 

the Oromo have not rebelled as of 2013, despite their situation being the same as it 

was in 1991.  

 The research design that is employed to fulfill the study’s purpose is the “before-

after” research design, and the method employed is a “within-country analysis.” 

Instead of trying to find two different cases to compare, George & Bennett write that 

the investigator may be able to achieve “control” by dividing a single case into two 

sub-cases (George & Bennett, 2005, p.166). The different sub-cases that will be 

compared in this research are temporal: 1991 and 2013. These sub-cases are both 

accounted for in the research question: How have the variables presented by Gurr in 
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“Why Men Rebel” changed in Ethiopia between 1991 and 2013? Thus, this “within-

country comparison” will focus on the year of Oromo rebellion (1991) vis-à-vis the 

contemporary situation as of 2013. 

 Gurr’s theoretical model on Why Men Rebel will then be used to systematise 

variables that have been identified as present (in 1991 and 2013) on one hand, so that 

the study can proceed focusing on variables whose value seem to have changed in its 

type of presence on the other. In order to meet the thesis purpose and answer the 

research questions, it is those variables that need to be further analysed—not the ones 

which will be accounted for as present in both 1991 and 2013, but the ones whose 

value seems to have changed over time (George & Bennett, 2005, pp.166-167).      

 Furthermore, it is important that the study is cumulative and builds on existing 

theories and variables along with their definitions. In this context, one should know 

that there has been insufficient research on operationalising rebellion as a concept, 

and that a threshold between rebellion and lesser events has not really been 

established. Instead, almost all previous work applies some kind of continuous scale 

for proneness-to-violence and proneness-to-rebellion of nations (Weede & Muller, 

1998, p.44). Obviously, rebellions thus defined differ in the number of people and in 

the proportion of the population who challenge the established regime by violent 

means as well as in degree of violence (Weede & Muller, 1998).    

 Rebellion as defined above can in turn call for a social change within an already-

existing state, or necessitate the creation of a new state. In the Ethiopian context, the 

former was seen initially as the Derg came to power in 1974, and the latter as the 

EPLF stressed for and also gained independence in 1993. 

 

Reporting Uncertainty  

 Summarising the preceding sections one should also bear in mind that several 

difficulties or challenges exist for investigators applying the “before-after” research 

design and the “within-case analysis” method. Choosing two cases (1991 and 2013) 

within the same country implies, for example, that you are unable to keep them 

isolated from each other. That is to say, they do not exist in a “vacuum” in relation to 

each other, which in turn may obstruct the comparison. On the other hand, as George 

and Bennett state, it is also fruitful to go through with such comparisons, since 

contextual factors can be held constant. The investigator is thus able to achieve 
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“control,” a controlled comparison that is more difficult to obtain when comparing 

countries, regions, or temporal cases from different parts of the world (George & 

Bennett, 2005, p.166).  

 Another challenge that George & Bennett emphasise concerning the “before-

after” research design is that “for most phenomenon of interest, more than one 

variables changes at a time. It is therefore important to do process-tracing not just on 

the main variable of interest that changed at a particular time, but also on the other 

potential causal variables that changed at the same time” (George & Bennett, 2005, 

pp.166-167). Thus, the findings of this thesis will not be able identify what variables 

of interest were causal and whether the other variables changing in the same period 

were not. However, if we acknowledge this disclaimer and carry it with us, we can 

proceed to further analyse what variables have changed or not changed between 1991 

and 2013. Although, it will not be possible to say anything about “causality,” we can 

still identify what variables correlate with the absence- and the presence of rebellion.        

 Lastly, it should be mentioned that 1 of the 16 variables have not been possible to 

examine due to lack of information. This is (variable 5) Regime instability, which 

according to Gurr can be examined properly first four years after the change that 

brought ‘instability’. I will come back to this discussion later. It is also acknowledge 

for that there is a ‘lack of information’ regarding statistics such as accurate census for 

the years of analysis. There is also insufficient data concerning the exact amount of 

aid from foreign organisations, countries and kindred groups due to the political 

situation in Ethiopia wherefore ‘trends and tendencies’ presented in written sources 

instead has been analysed. This affects the analysis of 3 variables: (variable 6) 

support from foreign governments, (variable 13) transnational support from kindred 

groups and, (variable 14) transnational support from foreign organisations.        

 Regardless, as mentioned by King, Keohane and Verba in Designing Social 

Inquiry “An important topic is worth studying even if very little information is 

available. The result of applying any research design in this situation will be relatively 

uncertain conclusions, but so long as we honestly report our uncertainty, this kind of 

study can be very useful” (1994. p.6). 
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Material 

 The study took the form of a qualitative literature review. A large list of open-

source material was used, consisting of reports, studies from the UN, research 

institutes, NGOs, media accounts, and books. Altogether the material covers the 

historical background of the Oromo topic, the ethnopolitical situation, and the latest 

developments on the ground.  

 Due to limited access of quantitative data, no comparison between statistics can 

be carried out concerning some of the variables presented by Gurr—neither the BTI 

Index, the Freedom House Index, nor the Human Development Index covers the year 

of 1991. 

 To complement the written sources, interviews that were carried out in Addis 

Abeba in April 2012 are incorporated in the thesis. The 103 informants represented a 

wide range of researchers, state officials, NGOs, students, shop vendors, etc. The 

interviews, originally carried out for another project, were carried out with purpose to 

investigate whether or not ethnicities such as the Oromo people feel that they are 

treated differently because of their ethnic belonging. In this thesis, however, only 

quotes from some of the interviews are presented and full answers from the 

informants are not accounted for due to the political environment for some ethnicities 

in Ethiopia.  

 With these concluding remarks we are now ready to embark on the third and 

most interesting part of this paper: the study.  
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CHAPTER 3 – WHY MEN REBEL 

 

 In this chapter, a short literature review on rebellion will be presented. The 

arguments for choosing the deployed theory are put forth, and the theory framework 

is submitted. In total, Gurr’s theory consists of 16 variables used to explain 

ethnopolitical rebellion. These will first be accounted for, whereupon a model or an 

analytical framework will be sketched out. This framework will later help to 

systematically analyse which variables have been seen as present in both 1991 and 

2013 and which variables seem to have changed their type of presence, so that the 

study can proceed focusing on the latter.  

 

Explaining Rebellion 

There has been a growing interest within the academic community in explaining 

the occurrence, duration, and termination of rebellion (e.g. Goldstone, 1991; Buhaug 

& Gates, 2002; Collier & Hoeffler, 2002, 2004; DeRouen & Sobek, 2004; Fearon, 

2004; Fearon & Laitin, 2003; Gurr, 2000). Conflicts in Africa have received particular 

attention. “While the majority of research analyses the dynamics and characteristics 

of intrastate violence in the general form of civil war, some studies focus specifically 

on one particular actor, either the state or the rebels” (Carey, 2007, p. 47). 

Prominent scholars such as Charles Tilly, Theda Skocpol, and Sidney Tarrow 

argued instead that one should begin by examining structures (Skocpol, 1994), 

political mobilisation (Tilly, 1978), and mass social movements (Tarrow, 1998), 

before one can possibly understand why men rebel.   

 Skocpol (1994) explains political violence and rebellions as being dependent on 

four factors: 1) social structures, 2) international competitive pressures, 3) 

international demonstration effects, and 4) class relations. Her argument is quite 

similar to the Marxist notion of the class struggle, although she differs from Marx in 

that she sees the state as an autonomous actor within society. Skocpol’s argument is 

even more influenced by the structuralist argument that rebellion is a dysfunctional 

response to a destabilisation of social systems within a state. Skocpol’s argument, in 

order to understand why and when rebellions occur, is that one should start by 

analysing how the social institution of the state changes and influences social change. 

The fact that Skocpol chooses to analyse social rebellions, as a part of social change 
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within a state is also what she has been criticised for, i.e. that she does not analyse 

rebellions as separate and distinct events. 

 Tilly (1978) states that a conflict between a government and an organised group, 

or a political movement, occurs when the two contend for power in his theory on 

political mobilisation. The argument is that groups cannot engage in any political 

rebellions unless they are part of an organised, connected group with a leader to lead 

them. This model on political mobilisation situates that a rebellion aims to produce a 

common goal, so that many people become eager to mobilise. Therefore, Tilly argues 

that the variable of political mobilisation is necessary to analyse if one wants to 

understand the occurrence, duration, and termination of rebellion. If we do not 

understand why people mobilise for rebellion, we cannot understand what cause they 

are rebelling for.  

 Tarrow (1998) argues that one should analyse the cultural, organisational and 

personal sources of social movements in order to understand rebellions. Tarrow states 

that the cycle of social movements are a part of political struggle influenced by the 

presence or absence of political opportunity structures. These structures are: 1) 

increasing access, 2) shifting alignments, 3) divided elites, 4) influential allies and 5) 

repression and facilitation. Where Skocpol’s argument was that one should analyse 

political or economical social institutions in order to understand rebellions, Tarrow 

argues social movement power is equally important. In his book, Tarrow also lists 

prerequisites of sustainable social movements if one chooses to analyse why men 

rebel from the perspective of Tarrow. 

 Lastly, there is the model by Ted Gurr in which he explains political violence 

mainly through analysing groups’ psychological motivation for taking part in political 

violence. The key concept in his theory is how people act and how the minds of those 

rebellious towards the government work. The essential argument for his 

understanding of why men rebel is the understanding of relative deprivation, 

interpreting people’s justification and beliefs about political actions, and the method 

in which they chose to organise themselves. There are many reasons for deploying 

Gurr’s theory as an instrument for explaining the absence of rebellion in Ethiopia 

(those are accounted for further on), but the major argument is that it is one of few 

theories on rebellion that actually can be operationalised and deployed on a 

qualitative, in-depth case analysis. That is to say, it can be operationalised through its 

structured and focused way of analysing variables.   
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Ted Gurr on Why Men Rebel 

In total, Gurr has published three books within the scope of ethnopolitical 

violence: Why Men Rebel (Princeton, 1970), Ethnic Conflict in World Politics 

(Westview Press, 1994) and People Versus States (U.S. Institute of Peace Press, 

2000). His work contains what Gurr himself describes as a “general explanation of 

political violence,” a phenomenon which includes “all collective attacks within a 

political community against the political regime, its actors—including competing 

political groups as well as incumbents—or its policies” (Tilly, 1971, p.416). 

In this context, an ethnic group is defined as people who “share a distinctive and 

enduring collective identity based on a belief in common descent and on shared 

experiences and cultural traits,” and an ethnopolitical group is defined as “groups 

whose ethnicity has political consequences, resulting either in differential treatment of 

group interest” (Gurr, 2000, p.9). 

 

Theoretical Limitations 

 The essential argument in Why Men Rebel is that to understand that with rebellion 

in general, three overall factors need to be analysed. First is popular discontent 

(relative deprivation), along with an analysis of its sources. Second are people’s 

justifications or beliefs about the justifiability and utility of political action, and third 

is the balance between discontented peoples’ capacity to act—that is, the ways in 

which they are organised—and the government’s capacity to repress or channel their 

anger (Gurr, 1970, pp. 4-12). 

 Gurr suggests that ethnic identity leads to rebellion when “ethnicity is a major 

determinant of people’s security, status, material well-being, or access to political 

power” (Gurr, 2000, p.6). If one examines this definition, two complications become 

evident. First, human entities will always act with subjectivity, which is important to 

bear in mind. There are cases where an entity will consider themselves an 

ethnopolitical group, which researchers such as Gurr will disregard for different 

reasons. Second, there are cases where an entity will be considered an ethnic group by 

outsiders, while insiders do not agree with that notion. If one considers the identity 

marker of class, for example, a group of people do not per se realise their situation 

vis-à-vis other classes without enlightenment (the Marxian concept of transforming a 

class-in-itself to a class-for-itself). Also, this could apply in the case of different 
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treatment of one or several ethnic group(s) by another ethnic group(s), but without the 

understanding of the reasons thereof, by the oppressed. In other words, the findings of 

Gurr are dependent on the enlightenment of the objects or the phenomenon of study. 

Gurr touches on this, but a group that is initiating ethno-political violence may do this 

on other bases than ethnopolitical, even though coded as so (Gurr, 2000, p.12). 

However, if we acknowledge this and carry it with us, we can continue to further 

elaborate the variables presented by Gurr as preconditions to rebellion.  

 Gurr wrote the theory on Why Men Rebel in the late 1960s when observers in the 

Western world were deeply concerned about political violence in postcolonial states, 

particularly in Africa and Southeast Asia. Today, on the other hand, people almost 

everywhere worry about global terrorism, instability in Africa and the Islamic world, 

growing inequality both within and between countries, and the risk that political 

conflicts will eventually lead to genocidal massacres of dissidents.   

 Does the model on Why Men Rebel, an analytical framework from the 1960s 

really provide a general explanation for political rebellion that can help us understand 

contemporary conflicts, and how valid are its argument after 40 years?  

 The argument in Why Men Rebel has prompted strong theoretical critiques. 

Eminent scholars such as Charles Tilly, Theda Skocpol, and Sidney Tarrow argued 

instead that one should begin by examining structures (Skocpol, 1994), political 

mobilisation (Tilly, 1978), and mass social movements (Tarrow, 1998). Nevertheless, 

in light of forty years of research and reflection, I would argue the core of the Why 

Men Rebel model still remains valid. In total, Gurr has elaborated a theory that 

derives its validity from a hundreds of empirical studies by specialists in psychology, 

sociology, and statistical analysis. Also, the theory has been further elaborated in the 

Minorities at Risk7 project, which has tracked more then 280 politically active ethnic 

groups throughout the world from 1945 to present – identifying where they are, what 

they do, and what happens to them. From this data, Gurr draws general predictions of 

what fosters ethnic rebellion. In total, Gurr identifies four arenas including 16 

different variables to be dependent rebellion. At last, I would argue that the theoretical 

model in Why Men Rebel (elaborated further in the MAR project) continues to be 

recognised as a classic because of its systematic, people-based understanding of the 

                                                 
7 The Minorities at Risk (MAR) Project is a university-based research project that monitors and 
analyses the status and conflicts of politically active communal groups in countries.  
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causes of ethnopolitical rebellion, and this is also why it is designated to compose the 

analytical framework for this thesis. In his latest work, Gurr writes that “the theory 

and data of the Minorities project provide a means for systematically identifying 

groups at high risk of future rebellion” (2000, pp.282-283), and this is the reason why 

I chose the Why Men Rebel model as analytical framework—it can be operationalised 

and systematically deployed for investigations such this.     

 

Theoretical Definitions   

 The units Gurr chooses to observe are ethnopolitical groups as defined in the 

preceding section. These are groups which: (1) collectively suffer or benefits from 

systematic differential treatment vis-à-vis other groups in society, (2) are persistently 

disadvantaged – economically or politically – by a dominant or mainstream group and 

(3) are foundations for any political mobilisation and action in defence or promotion 

of its self-defined interests (Gurr, 2000, p.29). Ethnopolitical groups can thereafter be 

categorised by ‘national peoples’ and ‘minority peoples’ and then divided into further 

subgroups. 

 

Different types of ethnopolitical groups and their subgroups 
            

National peoples 
Ethnonationalists ("regionally concentrated peoples with a history of organised political autonomy with their  

own state, traditional ruler, or regional government who have supported political movements for autonomy at 

some time") 

National minorities ("segments of a transstate people with a history of organised political autonomy whose 

kindred control an adjacent state but now constitute a minority in the state in which they reside") 

Indigenous peoples ("conquered descendants of earlier inhabitants of a region who live mainly in conformity 

with traditional social, economic, and cultural customs that are sharply distinct from those dominant groups") 

Minority peoples 
Ethnoclasses ("ethnically or culturally distinct peoples, usually descended from slaves or immigrants, most of 

whom occupy a distinct social and economic stratum or niche") 

Communal contenders ("culturally distinct peoples, tribes or clans in heterogeneous societies who hold or seek 

a share in state power. [Can be divided into] disadvantaged (communal contenders who are in subject to some 

degree of political, economic, or cultural discrimination but lacking offsetting advantages), advantaged  

(communal contenders with political advantages over other groups in society) and dominant (communal  

contenders with a preponderance of both political and economic power)") 

Religious sects ("communal groups that differ from others principally in their religious beliefs and related  

cultural practices and whose political status and activities are centered on the defense of those beliefs") 

Source: Gurr, 2000, p.17     
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 From his research on ethnopolitical action, Gurr sketches a theoretical framework 

for understanding the causes of ethnopolitical rebellion, suggesting that it provides 

general answers to two questions. “In what circumstances do groups that define 

themselves using ethnic or national criteria … mobilise to defend and promote their 

collective interests in the political arena? And what factors determine the shape, 

intensity, and persistence of their actions?” Gurr defines ethnopolitical rebellion as 

when a minority or national group (majority/plurality) takes action against the state 

through “a concerted campaign of violent action used by organisations claiming to 

represent an ethnic group to make claims against the state” (Gurr, 1997, p.1081).  

 

Key Variables Explaining Ethnopolitical Rebellion 

 Gurr continues by characterising four arenas whose (value) variety of presence or 

absence in probing a case will determine the answer to the question of why men rebel 

and likewise, as to why men do not rebel. These conditions are: (1) salience of group 

identity, (2) collective incentives, (3) capacity for joint action, and (4) external 

opportunities. These concepts are the template for the assessment model that Gurr 

presents in Why Men Rebel and later builds on through the MAR project. What 

follows is a review of the key variables embedded in these conditions and the 

domestic and the international variables Gurr identifies to be dependent upon 

ethnopolitical rebellion.      

 

1. Persistent protest during the previous decade 

Gurr states that the salience of identity to members of ethnopolitical groups is not 

easily operationalised. The theory presented suggests that collective identity should be 

most important for peoples who experience discrimination and have recently been 

involved in substantial conflict. In total, five indicators of these conditions are tested 

for in the MAR: persistent protest during the previous decade, persistent rebellion 

during the previous decade, economic and political discrimination, and cultural 

restrictions (Gurr, 2000, p. 229). 

 Gurr highlights the first indicator (persistent protest during the previous decade) 

as having a consistent leading relationship with rebellion and emphasises this as the 

first key-variable. As when it comes to the second indicator (persistent rebellion 

during the previous decade), he states that it correlates with future rebellion but is not 
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of further use because it tells us only what we already know, i.e. that once rebellions 

have begun, they tend to persist. Lastly, concerning the indicators of economic and 

political discrimination, and later cultural restrictions, Gurr found them to correlate 

to protest rather than rebellion. 

 

Persistent past of protest (operationalised) 
      

Five or more years' protest (greater risk of rebellion) 
Less than five years' protest (lesser risk of rebellion) 
Protest being defined as either non-violent (verbal opposition,  
scattered acts of sabotage, symbolic destruction of property) or 
violent (a few demonstrations, strikes, rallies, limited rioting  
(total participation in the hundreds to low thousands) 

Source: Gurr, 2000, p.296 & Gurr, 1997, p.1089  
 

2. Government Repression  

The notion is that the greater the disadvantages imposed on a group and the greater 

their sense of injustice, the easier it is for the group’s leaders to convince them they 

have something to gain from collective action. In total, Gurr tests for three indicators 

of these conditions. Lost autonomy, government repression, and increased political 

restriction. Gurr highlights the second indicator (government repression) to be a very 

strong leading indicator of rebellion. Any inhibiting effect repression might have on 

ethnopolitical actions is more than offset by the mutually reinforcing spiral of attacks 

and counterattacks. As when it comes to lost autonomy, Gurr argues the former to be 

correlated to ongoing rebellions, wherefore it is in the index over domestic conditions 

that facilitate future rebellions. Increased political restrictions, besides government 

repression are also argued to be a leading indicator of rebellion, probably for the same 

reason as repression, but since it rarely has an independent effect on future rebellion 

Gurr does not include it as a key variable. That is, governments often respond to 

rebellion by imposing restrictions, not the other way around (Gurr, 2000, p. 71). 

 Due to the methodological approach of a case study, this thesis will be able to 

carry out an in-depth analysis of some of the variables emphasised by Gurr. That is, 

this thesis will not only only confirm the presence or absence of a variable, but when 

possible also map differences in (degree of) presence or absence. In other words, it is 

possible that the Oromo people were subject to repression to a greater extent in 1991 

when compared to today. Therefore, instead of only coding the presence or absence of 
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this variable (1 or 0), the thesis will investigate this variable further by mapping any 

tendency in changes of degree of state repression towards the Oromo people.     

 

Government repression 
      

Subject to repression (greater risk of rebellion) 
Not subject to repression (lesser risk of rebellion) 
Source: Gurr, 2000, p.233 

 

3. Territorial Concentration 

The greater the sense of common identity among peoples in a group, the greater their 

potential for joint action. Identity alone is not sufficient but it needs organisational 

expression. The argument is quite similar to Charles Tilly’s (2001) contention that 

group mobilisation is the precursor to collective action. Gurr tests for two structural 

indicators of ethnopolitical groups’ capacity for rebellion. Territorial concentration 

has been established in a range of studies as a precondition for most ethnorebellions. 

This indicator is not just identified as another key variable, but also as the second-

strongest indicator that facilitates ethnorebellion after government repression. 

 

Territorial concentration (operationalised) 
      

Extent to which the group has a territorial base 
Concentrated in one region (greater risk of rebellion) 
Majority/plurality in one region or 
Dispersed (lesser risk of rebellion) 

Source: Gurr, 2000, p.233 
 

4. Ethnopolitical organisations awakened  

Ethnopolitical (group) organisation is the third-strongest indicator and another key-

variable for ethnopolitical rebellion. Gurr’s findings indicate that the more militant 

ethnopolitical movements are ‘awakened,’ the greater the chance is for ethnopolitical 

rebellion. That is to say, if there is a handful of ethnopolitical militant ‘awakened’ 

groups’ fighting the regime, the chances for rebellion increase when compared to only 

one group is conducting protests or demonstrations. Concerning conventional 

organisations, Gurr found that increased support for such organisations decreases the 

likelihood of future rebellion. The implication is that strengthening conventional 

ethnopolitical organisations by either increasing their capabilities or enhancing their 
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success in gaining concession then increases the utility of noncoercive strategies of 

political action. This indicator is thus included as one of five domestic indicators 

accounted for later. 

 

Ethnopolitical organisations awakened (operationalised) 
          

Militant ethnopolitical movements, parties, or  
organisations (greater risk of rebellion) 
No such organisations present or only though umbrella 
organisations (lesser risk of rebellion) 

Source: Gurr, 2000, p.297 
 

5. Regime Instability 

Leaders’ decisions about when, where and how to initiate, escalate, and terminate 

collective action is usually dependent political environments, which in turn shape the 

chances of successful political action. Many factors in terms of how political systems 

affect the likelihood of rebellion are tested for. Among the different characteristics of 

political systems that were tested for, Gurr found that the chances of ethnic rebellion 

increase during the first four years after an abrupt change in political regime. “An 

abrupt change in a political regime” is defined in this context as an internal conflict of 

power within the regime itself, or as an abrupt change in presence of any for the 

regime politically important persons, not as a change from one political regime to 

another. The case of Southern Sudan with internal turmoil between the president 

Salva Kiir and his former vice president Riek Machar can serve as an instructive 

example.  

 

Regime instability (operationalised) 
            

Derived from information on the number of years  
since the last abrupt change in polity. 
Less than 4 years since last abrupt change in polity (greater risk of rebellion) 
More than 4 years since last abrupt change in polity (lesser risk of rebellion) 

Source: Gurr, 2000, p.297 
 

6. Support from Foreign States 
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Support from foreign states, whether the support is by nature direct or diffuse, 

increases the likelihood of rebellion and is the last indicator highlighted as a key-

variable. Nonetheless, if one chooses to operationalise this factor through analysing 

direct and diffuse support, respectively, we may see a change in one or the other 

group in comparison to what we would have seen through only operationalising 

support from foreign states. Thus, I chose to measure the different component of this 

variable in-depth.  

 

Transnational support from foreign governments 
              

Direct support Diffuse support 
Diplomatic, material and military Spillover such as arms, refugees, and militants looking 
assistance from sympathetic states for safe heavens from armed conflict being fought in  
    adjoining countries 
Source: Gurr, 2000, p. 297 

 

� � � 

 

 The preceding paragraphs sketched a framework as argued by Gurr, within which 

an ethnopolitical rebellion might be constructed. In total, ethnopolitical action is 

argued to be dependent upon six key variables embedded in the four conditions 

presented above. It presupposes that a group has an identity and that it shares cultural 

traits and some common grievances or aspirations among group members, i.e. 

incentives. It is from these sentiments and interests that skillful leaders in turn forge a 

group’s capacity for ethnopolitical action. The timing of action and the choice of 

strategies of rebellion depend largely on political opportunities external to the group, 

principally its relationship to the state and external actors. The key variables are 

summed up in the table below. 

 

Key variables that predict ethnopolitical rebellion  

(Identity) Persistent protest 

(Incentives) Government repression 

(Capacity) Territorial concentration 

(Capacity) Group organisation 
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(Opportunities) Regime instability 

(Opportunities) Support from foreign governments 

Source: Gurr, 2000, p. 233  

 

Domestic Factors Explaining Ethnopolitical rebellion 

Gurr further identifies domestic and external (international) factors that facilitate 

future rebellion. Domestic factors that increase the risk of rebellion are: history of lost 

political autonomy, incoherent polity, and that the group is a communal contender or 

ethnonationalist. Domestic factors that decrease the risk of rebellion are: increased 

group support for conventional organisations, and whether the group is an indigenous 

people or ethnoclass. These factors or variables along with the external factors 

(presented later) are derived from the data that are presented in the MAR project, and 

are thus the most interesting factors to investigate, over time, in the case of the Oromo 

people in Ethiopia (Gurr, 2000, p. 233). 

 

7. History of Lost Political Autonomy (increases risk) 

As I wrote in the preceding part of this chapter, Gurr states that people who have lost 

ground relative to what they had in the past are said to experience deprivation, and are 

often motivated to seek redress for what was lost. The reason Gurr includes history of 

lost political autonomy as a domestic factor that facilitates rebellion is because he 

finds that it correlates with ongoing rebellions. Nonetheless, it is also found to be a 

factor that increases the chances of future rebellion, despite that a country at the time 

may not be facing any ongoing rebellion(s). This indicator is operationalised in 

accordance with the magnitude of the loss and the group’s status prior to its loss and 

weighted by length of time since loss. It is suggested that ‘length of time since loss’ 

steers this indicator more than the other two. The argument for this is that as time 

passes by, history of loss political autonomy diminishes. As a domestic factor that 

facilitates rebellion, the lost autonomy indicator is thus more likely to increase the 

chances of rebellion just after the loss of political autonomy (Gurr, 2000, pp.296-

297). 
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History of lost political autonomy (operationalised)  

      

Magnitude of the loss 
Groups status prior to loss 

Length of time since loss   
Source: Gurr, 2000, p. 296 

 

8. Increased Support for Conventional Organisations (decreases risk) 

Two of the most time-sensitive indicators that are tested for in the MAR projects are 

an increase in support for conventional and for militant ethnopolitical organisations. 

None of them, however, correlate with an increase in rebellion. Instead, increased 

support for conventional political organisations is found to reduce the likelihood of 

future rebellion. Thus, it is used as one of six domestic facilitating factors—inversely, 

because it reduces the risk of rebellion (Gurr, 2000, p. 297).  

However, in contrast to Gurr’s way of operationalising this indicator, where a 

country is coded as either supporting conventional organisations or not, this thesis 

will try to map any changes in numbers of such organisations that the Oromo people 

(OLF) have supported and/or supports today. It is recognised that if one such 

relationship, i.e. between an ethnic group and a conventional political organisations, 

decreases the chances of rebellion, additional relationships obviously diminish the 

chances further, and vice versa.        

 

9. Incoherent Polity (increases risk) 

As when it comes to different polities, democratic polities indicate an above average 

amount of protest but are below average in rebellion. By contrast, autocracies and 

incoherent polities (regimes with a mix of democratic and autocratic features) were 

below average in protest but are above average in rebellion. Between autocracies and 

incoherent polities, the latter shows to be especially susceptible to increased rebellion. 

This factor will be operationalised through investigating the changes in structure of 

Ethiopia’s polity. Was the polity different in any way under the Derg compared to 

today, which may reduce the likelihood of future rebellion?         

 

10. Group Is a Communal Contender (increases risk) 

As stated above, a communal contender is defined as culturally distinct groups of 

people, tribes, or clans in heterogeneous societies who hold or seek a share in state 
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power. Communal contenders can further be divided into advantaged or 

disadvantaged communal contenders—the former with political advantages over other 

groups in society and the latter being subject to some degree of political, economic, or 

cultural discrimination (Gurr, 2000, p.17). 

This factor will be operationalised through analysing the restrictions of the 

Oromo people today compared to before the Derg was ousted in 1991. The question 

reads: were the Oromo people, to a greater extent, subject to political, economic and 

cultural restrictions by the Derg when compared to today? The answer to this question 

will shed a light on whether or not the Oromo people was and/or are, in accordance 

with the definition, a disadvantaged communal contender. 

 

Communal contender operationalised 
          

Culturally distinct people  
Tribes or clans in heterogeneous societies  
Hold or seek a share in state power     

Advantaged communal contenders with political advantages over 
other groups in society or disadvantaged communal contenders 
being subject to some degree of political, economical, or cultural 
discrimination by the former.    

Source: Gurr, 2000, p. 296  
 

11. Group Is Indigenous People or Ethnoclasses (decreases risk) 

In contrast to the ethnonationalist, indigenous people and ethnoclasses were unlikely 

to rebel in the 1990s, according to the MAR project—indigenous people because they 

have come to rely more heavily on strategies of protest, and ethnoclasses because they 

are, in general, less politically active than any other group type (Gurr, 2000, p.232).  

 
Ethnoclasses operationalised 
        

Ethnically or culturally distinct peoples  
Descended from slaves or immigrants 
Occupying distinct social and economic strata 

Source: Gurr, 2000, p.232 
 

Indigenous peoples operationalised 
        
Conquered descendants of earlier inhabitants 
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Lives in conformity with social, economic 
and cultural customs that are sharply distinct from 
dominant groups 
Source: Gurr, 2000, p. 232 

 

12. Group Is Ethnonationalist in Type (increases risk) 

Ethnonationalists are, according to the MAR project, more likely than any other type 

of group to use strategies of rebellion. Ethnonationalists as a group are defined as 

“regionally concentrated peoples with a history of organised political autonomy with 

their own state, traditional ruler, or regional government who have supported political 

movements for autonomy at some time…” (Gurr, 2000, pp.17-18)  

 

Ethnonationalist group operationalised 
      
Regionally concentrated 
History of organised political autonomy  
Traditional ruler or regional government 
In search of political autonomy  
Source: Gurr, 2000, p.232 

 

External Factors Explaining Ethnopolitical Rebellion  

External factors that increase the risk of future rebellion are: transnational support 

from kindred groups, and a high level of armed civil conflict in neighbouring states 

and/or regions. An external factor that decreases the risk of rebellion is transnational 

from regional or international organisations. 

 

13. Transnational Support from Kindred Groups (increases risk) 

Ethnopolitical groups supported by kindred groups in neighbouring states are 

according to the findings in the MAR project, more likely to openly challenge state 

authority through rebellion. Cross-border access to support, resources, and refuge 

gives groups a broader array of strategic and tactical options. Also, social networks 

such these provide a conduit for spillover, demonstration, and amelioration (Gurr, 

2000, p.231). 

In contrast to Gurr’s way of operationalising this indicator, where a group either 

is identified as a recipient of support or not, this thesis will try to map changes in the 

magnitude of the support. Thus, if it can be identified that the OLF receives support 
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from exile organisations today but not from as many as in 1991, that may be a 

possible explanation to why the Oromo people do not rebel.   

 

Transnational support from kindred groups (operationalised) 

      
Support from exile organisations, or 
Support from organised kindred groups in neighboring countries 

Support being defined as materialistic, economical, and territorial resources. 
Source: Gurr, 2000, p.231 

 

14. Transnational Support from Foreign Governments Or Organisations (decreases 

risk) 

Whereas bilateral support for ethnopolitical groups (from kindred groups or states) 

increases the risk of violent conflict, the MAR findings show that sustained 

engagement by international organisations or states reduces the risk of future 

rebellion. Thus, it is used as one of four external facilitating factors—inversely, 

because it reduces the risk of rebellion (Gurr, 2000, p.232). 

 As in the preceding factor (number 13), this thesis will not measure this factor by 

providing a coded answer in terms of ‘yes’ or ‘no,’ but will instead try to map 

changes in numbers of international organisations or states that have provided and/or 

provide the OLF with any support today.      

 

Transnational support from kindred groups (operationalised) 

      
Support from international organisations, or 
Support from foreign governments 

Support being defined as materialistic, economical, and resources. 
Source: Gurr, 2000, p.298 
     

15. High Level of Intrastate Armed Civil Conflict (increases risk) 

16. High Level of Armed Civil Conflict in the Wider Region (increases risk) 

Spillover effects of regional conflicts increase the likelihood of rebellion. Protest is 

significantly less likely and rebellion more likely in countries surrounded by a “bad 

neighbourhood,” especially if there is armed conflict in bordering states and in the 

broader region (Gurr, 2000, p.232). Two indicators of regional conflict are used as 

external facilitating factors. Regional conflicts increase the likelihood of rebellion. 

Thus, the numbers of such conflicts will be compared over time in order to find out if 
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these indicators can to some extent explain the absence of rebellion. Was Ethiopia 

surrounded by more armed conflicts in 1991 in comparison to today?    

 

Summary  

 A short summary of the previous factors before we proceed suggests that 

ethnopolitical rebellion is dependent the level of salience of ethnocultural identity, the 

level of incentives for ethnopolitical action, the level of capacity for ethnopolitical 

action and the level of opportunities and choice. Gurr finally state that, “the theory 

and data of the Minorities project provide a means for systematically identify groups 

at high risk of future rebellion” (2000, p.282). 

 What differences are there today compared to when the Oromo people rebelled 

against the Derg in the 90s? Thus, in accordance with Gurr’s theory on “Why Men 

Rebel,” the next chapter will systematise what variables can be accounted for as 

present in both 1991 and as of 2013, and thus will proceed focusing on variables that 

seem to have change in its type of presence, which obviously are the variables of 

interest to further investigate. This is the quest of which the next chapter is entitled.      
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CHAPTER 4 – WHY DO MEN NOT REBEL 

 

Applying the Why Men Rebel model to the Oromo people  

 

Key Variables Present In Both 1991 and in 2013 

Throughout history the Oromo people have been subject to government 

repression. The first time was during the reign of Haile Selassie and again during the 

military junta ruled by Colonel Mengistu. Today, they live repressed under the rule of 

EPRDF, steered by the so-called Tigray clique (Markakis, 2011; Bulcha, 2011; 

Záhořík: 2013; Human Rights Watch: 2010).  

 Due to the Oromo’s numerical strength and abundant economic resources, neither 

the Derg, nor the EPRDF wanted to see the emergence of a genuine democracy that 

might bring an Oromo organisation to political power. That is, the Oromo people are 

a political minority, yet a numerical plurality in the Ethiopian state. This is nothing 

new but all three different leaders of Ethiopia—Haile Selassie, Mengistu Haile 

Mariam (the Derg) and Meles Zenawi (the EPRDF)—have faced the same political 

dilemma on the Oromo question: if they genuinely accept democracy, the Oromo are 

going to get access to political power because of their numerical strength, but if the 

government continues to oppose a democratic transition, the OLF and other Oromo 

organizations will continue their protracted struggle until the liberation of Oromiya. 

This kind of zero-sum politics by different governments of Ethiopia has resulted into 

two things. Persistent protest from the OLF and other Oromo organisations and 

thereof continues cases of repression from current governments (Záhořík: 2013, pp, 

56-58). In the late 1980s the years before the rebellion, the Ethiopian Red Terror 

persecuted and oppressed thousands of politicians with different views from that of 

the Derg regime. According to Tronvoll (2009) the governmental repression that 

followed the campaign is the most evident effort by the Derg to perpetrate, imprison, 

or even kill thousands of the regime’s opponents (Tronvoll, 2009, pp.55-59).      

 According to reports from both NGO’s such as Human Rights Watch (2010): 

Amnesty international (2013), and from organisations such as the UNDP (2010) and 

UNHCR (2010), the situation for the Oromo people yet remains the same. That is to 

say, the current government uses ‘political weapons,’ although not always violent, to 

control the population, punish dissent, and undermine political opponents such as the 
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OLF. A mother in Addis Abeba state for example that her son cannot apply for Addis 

Abeba University because of her husbands’ political belonging. “There are children 

who are not getting accepted for school in my kebele8  for political reasons”9 . 

Nevertheless, despite not taking violent measures as the Derg did in late 80s, this 

form of government repression has caused political opponents to protest just as 

political oppositional parties did during the Derg (UD, 2011, pp. 1-3; UNDP, 2010, 

pp. 29-31; HRW, 2010, pp.50-53).  

 The first key variables: persistent past of protest and government repression 

have been present in Ethiopia, both in 1991 and in 2013. The Derg was confronted 

with several years of protest due to decades of repression, including the Red Terror 

Campaign, during which the Oromo people eventually initiated the rebellion in 1991. 

Gurr’s operationalisation of the following two variables suggests that the Derg faced 

greater risk of rebellion from the Oromo in the 1990s, but also that the current 

regime, the EPRDF, faces greater risk of rebellion. However, before we proceed 

addressing the third variable, I would like to give the two key-variable presented, 

persistent past of protest and government repression some additional focus, arguing 

that we can see some changes in the variety of these two variables in 2013 when 

compared to in 1991. 

 The Oromo began to fight for their self-determination under a pan-Oromo 

liberation movement in mid 1970s. Operating at first from Hararghe (in the western 

parts of Oromia), and since 1981 from the Wallaga provinces, they tried to establish a 

liberation force that would overcome any formidable internal and external obstacles. 

Domestically, the insecure military government of Colonel Mengistu (the Derg) 

perceived the Oromo struggle as an extremely dangerous development and restored to 

ruthless measures including killing, detaining, and keeping suspected Oromos in jail 

in order to wipe out the movement (Jalata, 1998, pp. 69-72). 

 The OLF has traditionally built its military sources through a series of surprise 

attacks on the Ethiopian force, capturing their weapons and other materials. Except 

for these resources, the OLF mainly depended on the local population for food, 

intelligence and supplies. During the 1980s, the OLF gained massive support from 

Oromo farmers practicing the Gadaa system. The embracing of this tradition helped 

                                                 
8 A kebele is the smallest administrative unit of Ethiopia similar to a ward, a neighborhood or a 
localised and delimited group of people.  
9 Informant 98 
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OLF fighters to establish military, security, economic and political networks in the 

rural areas of the Oromo region, which in turn established revolutionary village 

committees. Since the OLF lacked foreign assistance, it would have been financially 

impossible to engage in a guerrilla struggle without gaining the trust of the local 

Oromo population. Altogether, almost ten years of continuous persistent protest, from 

both rural places and urban villages around the country, mark the rebellion in 1991. 

Furthermore, protests during this were only non-violent in terms of verbal opposition 

and the creation of underground radio and political networks, but were violent in 

terms of rallies and riots occupying more then thousands of OLF fighters and Oromo 

farmers. The creation of rebellious village committees out of simple farmers will have 

to serve as an instructive example (Bulcha, 2011, pp. 7-11). 

 When it comes to EPRDF and contemporary politics in Ethiopia, it is not that 

difficult to identify other forms of government repression and persistent protests in 

comparison to the politics carried out by the Derg. By contrast to Colonel Mengistu—

who ordered and forced rural Oromo groups, against their will, to abandon their 

homes and construct new ones in fabricated ‘villages of assimilation’—the EPRDF, 

steered by the Tigray clique, have set about this in a more discreet way (Jalata, 1998, 

pp. 87-88). Firstly, the TPLF/EPRDF took virtual control of state power after the fall 

of the Derg, filling all key ministerial positions, including the presidency, 

premiership, defence, interior and foreign affairs with Tigrayans. In turn, the TPLF 

has been more or less the only political player in Ethiopian politics during last decade. 

Other ethno-political movements, such as the OLF, have been underrepresented and 

thus are too far away from contemporary politics to induce the outcome of it. 

Secondly, due to this political dominance through its ministerial posts, the TPLF has 

managed to implement different legislations without any political monitoring 

counterweight. As of 2010, the government implemented two legislations10, which 

can serve as an instructive example of the following. Whether or not they were meant 

to, these laws have operated as impediments for oppositional ethno-political 

movements to gain political voice. The anti-terrorism law does, for example, forbid 

groups with a political agenda to meet if not applied for in advanced. The argument 

for this is that meetings may indirectly result in demonstrations, riots or other 

terrorism related activities. “In reality it is practically forbidden to practice any 
                                                 
10 Ethiopia’s Civil Society Law and Ethiopia’s Anti-Terrorism Law 
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political activity different to that of the EPRDF”11.  As when it comes to the civil-

society law (the CSO-law) it constrains the amount of economic aid that political 

organisations can receive from non-domestic donors. The law permits excessive rights 

for the government to interfere in any activities of civil society organisations. In turn, 

this has affected non-governmental organisations (NGOs) role as balancing and 

monitoring counterweight in society, and many organisations has turned bankrupt due 

to the absence of foreign aid (Utrikesdepartementet, 2010, pp. 2-7). A former NGO 

worker state that; “On paper, however, all organisations still exist, but these are not 

more then empty shells kept alive by the EPRDF for their own purpose. As long as 

they are accounted for on paper no one really asks about they are operational or 

not”12. 

 Human Rights Watch wrote in 2009 that “if implemented, these laws could 

provide the Ethiopian government with a potent instrument to crack down on political 

dissent, including political demonstrations and public criticism of government policy 

that are deemed supportive of armed opposition activity” (HRW, 2009, p.1).  

 As when it comes to the contemporary situation of the OLF they have been 

outlawed and labelled a terrorist organisation by the Ethiopian government, although 

western governments still maintain the OLF’s status as a political organisation with a 

legitimate cause. Nonetheless, labelled as a terrorist organisation by the current 

government, many Oromo people are being arrested on merely suspicion of being 

OLF supporters, and it has been reported by several international organisations that 

the EPRDF systematically oppresses citizens with a different political view compared 

to that of the government. “We the Oromo people, the lowland people, we are not 

integrated, we are eliminated, and we are not allowed to talk about Oromiya” 13. 

Thereof, the OLF has changed their way of showing its discontent, since to publically 

demonstrate and protest often is interpreted as terrorism related activities by the 

government (Utrikesdepartementet, 2011, pp.5-7). 

 This has caused ethnopolitical movements such as the OLF to no longer 

participate in any violent protests, in comparison to 1991, due to the harsher political 

environment. On the newspaper Ethiopian Review Online, in a political manifesto, 

oppositional leaders request that fellow Oromo people do not take any violent 
                                                 
11 Informant 2 
12 Informant 14 
13 Informant 33 
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measures but rather “nonviolent weapons” showing its discontent. “Thou Shalt Not 

Commit Violence Against the General Public” and “Thou Shalt Not Commit Violence 

Against the Supporters of the regime”. In the following paragraph one can read “acts 

of civil disobedience, by individuals or groups, will gain more support if the 

behaviour of the protestors is exemplary. The justification for non-violence i.e. 

avoiding crime, chaos and vandalism is not moral but strategic” (Tegbar, 2014, p.1).  

 During recent years, ethnopolitical groups such as the OLF have acted below 

surface through underground political networks. That is to say, the current 

government of the EPRDF does not publically show its campaign of minimising the 

political arena for ethnopolitical groups, but has instead implemented several 

legislations that obstruct political opponents to publically engage in politics. 

However, as argued by Gurr, rebellion is not dependent upon the varieties or 

diversities of protest or repression—violent or non-violent—but only on protest or 

rebellion per se. Nevertheless, let us remember that the spark to several rebellions 

around the world lately has been violent riots, rallies, and demonstrations. This has 

been seen in several countries since the Arab uprising in 2010. Rulers have been 

forced from power in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, and Yemen. I would argue that this 

notion is important to bear in mind when later analysing not only what variables that 

seem to have changed in its presence (coding yes or no) but also what variables that 

seem to have change in its variety of presence. The dotted box below represent a 

further operationalisation of Gurr’s variable government repression.     

 

Persistent protest 1991 2013 
Non-violent Present Present 
Violent Present Not present 

 

Government repression 1991 2013 

Subject to repression Present Present 
Not subject to repression Not present Not present 

 

Government repression 1991 2013 

Non-violent Present Present 
Violent Present Not present 
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 As mentioned in the introductory part of this thesis, the Oromo people are the 

largest ethnicity in northeast Africa, and perhaps also the second- or third- largest 

nationality in the whole Africa. There is no accurate census in Ethiopia because of 

political reasons. However, estimates by various sources14  indicate the total 

population will reach about 95 million in 2014. In 1994, this number was somewhere 

around 55 million, and in 2007, somewhere around 75 million, of which the Oromo 

people have been said to constitute about 40 per cent (Markakis, 2011; Bulcha, 2013). 

This indicates that the total Oromo population of Ethiopia in 1994 and in 2007 would 

have been 22 and 30 million, respectively. Furthermore, the 1994 and 2007 censuses 

of Oromiya account for 16 and 24 million ethnic Oromos, respectively, living in the 

state. This equation suggests that 73 percent of all Oromos lived in the state of 

Oromiya in 1994, and that 80 percent of all Oromos lived in the state of Oromiya in 

2007. In 1994, the Oromo people constituted 85 percent of the states total census, and 

in 2007 they constituted 88 percent of the states total census.15 

 

 

 Gurr’s operationalisation of territorial concentration, which is his third key 

variable, can be argued to have been constant in the case of the Oromo in Ethiopia, 

from 1991 until 2013. Also, the rather large southern administrative regions of Bale 

and Borena (in Oromiya) only account for 14 per cent of the regions total population, 

which demonstrates further that there is a concentration within the region, dominated 

by the Oromo. 

                                                 
14 Central Statistical Agency of Ethiopia & UN statistical census over Ethiopia  
15 Due to lack of statistics for given time periods the census of 1994 and 2007 is used. 
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Territorial concentration 1991 2013 

Concentrated in one region (increase) Present Present 
Dispersed Not present Not present 

 

 As when it comes to the fourth variable, group organisations, it has been 

identified as present in both 1991, (including the late-1980s) and in 2013. Militant 

political movements, parties, or other organisations with political agendas have in 

fact, always been multifaceted and quite redundant in Ethiopia, often based on ethnic 

belongings (Jalata, 1998, pp. 84-86).  

 The birth of the Oromo Liberation Front is no exception, as it brought new hope 

for the Oromo people. The OLF aimed to create an Oromo national movement that 

would allow the people to decide their political future democratically through a 

referendum. As an organisation, it did not push its will on the Oromo people, but 

maintained that only the Oromo people themselves could decide whether to create an 

“independent state of Oromiya” (Jalata, 1998, pp. 11-14). Thus, on this basis the 

majority of the Oromo people accepted the OLF. In turn, representing the majority of 

the Oromo people, the OLF declared three important issues: The unity of the Oromo, 

the OLF leadership and the creation of Oromo national power. All of this was 

achieved, not because of its military muscle, but because of its political principles that 

embraced the Gadaa system  (Jalata, 1998, pp. 84-86).   

 Other Oromo political organisations, such as the Islamic Front for the Liberation 

of Oromia (IFLO), the United Oromo People’s Liberation Front (UOPLF), the Oromo 

‘Abbo’ Liberation Front (OALF) and the TPLF-constructed affiliated Oromos 

People’s Democratic Organisation (OPDO) have also participated in Ethiopian 

politics, but never really enjoyed the popularity that the OLF still has today amongst 

the Oromo people—mainly because of their political principles and backgrounds. In 

this context, the OLF has always invited other Oromo organisations (as an umbrella 

organisation) to join their struggle for independence against the government (Jalata, 

1998, pp. 84-86).          

 The coming of the TPLF/EPRDF regime systematically and consistently included 

attempts to silence independent political and militant organisations. They also worked 

to curtail genuine democratic competition for political power through continuously 

undermining leaders representing legitimate Oromo interests. One of the major 
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contradictions between the TPLF and the OLF has been the creation and use of 

OPDO in undermining the Oromo cause. The TPLF’s creation of puppet 

organisations such as the OPDO was intended to consolidate Ethiopian state power 

and to undermine the principles of democracy and national self-determination. In the 

view of the OLF, the OPDO was only built in order to create new Oromo 

intermediaries to serve the TPLF’s interests (Jalata, 1998, pp. 87-89).          

 As presented and operationalised by Gurr, this variable has been identified as 

present in both 1991 and 2013. That is to say, the presence of different Oromo 

organisations has been constant throughout history, beginning in early 1970s and 

continuing since. However, it is recognised that the OLF does not have the same 

military capacity today as they did in the early 1990s. Thus, besides systematically 

confirming that this variable has been constant since 1991, it should be noted that it 

has changed in its type of presence. The OLF and its capacity, mainly as military 

actor, was compromised as the TPLF/EPRDF gained power in 1991, which later 

implied both subordination and demobilisation of the OLF’s army. But what 

happened to make former allies, fighting the Mengistu regime together, become bitter 

enemies? Let us take a detour, emphasising the predicaments that led to the following 

bitterness, before we proceed to investigate next variable. 

 After ousting the Derg, the TPLF was still interested in keeping the Ethiopian 

empire united. The OLF, on the other hand, like the EPLF, was interested in secession 

and the transformation of Oromia, creating their own state of Oromiya. The OLF 

participated in the Transnational Government to mobilise the Oromo nation 

politically. The Oromo argued national power to be absolutely necessary in order to 

defend the Oromo’s national interest. This was rejected by the TPLF, whose original 

plan was to keep Ethiopia united. In order to suppress the emergence of the Oromo 

national power, the TPLF dominated Transnational Government and declared the 

EPRDF army to be ‘the national army’. The reasons for this were to prevent the OLF 

from building its army, and to confine the existing OLF troops in barracks. In time for 

the 1992 regional election, this caused the withdrawal of the OLF from the 

Transnational Government and started its guerrilla struggle for an independent 

Oromiya. To discourage the popularity of supporting the OLF, the new regime 

murdered thousands of Oromos, which eventually led to a demobilisation of the 

Oromo Liberation Army (OLA) and made the OLF an ‘underground political 

movement.’ The OLF transformed from being an operational, military-mobilised 
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organisation into an organisation pushing for its causes through minor guerrilla 

warfare (Jalata, 1998, pp. 75-77). 

 It is these facts on which I base my argument that the OLF surely is not the same 

organisation today as in 1991 and the years before, mainly because its decrease in 

military capacity (including its numerical strength being reduced). Nonetheless, in 

accordance with Gurr’s operationalisation of the variable, it has been constant, but it 

should be noted that it has changed in its type of presence between 1991 and 2013. 

The chances for rebellion are acknowledged as greater if the oppositional group 

actually has an organised, mobilised military capacity. 

 

Ethnopolitical groups operational 1991 2013 

Ethnopolitical groups operational and present 
Present Present 

(increase the likelihood of rebellion) 

 

Ethnopolitical groups operational 1991 2013 

Military capacity mobilised (greater risk of rebellion) Present Present 
Military capacity demobilised (lesser risk of rebellion) Present Not present 

 

Changes In Key Variables Between 1991 and 2013  

 The fifth variable, regime instability, is the first of the six “key variables” 

mentioned by Gurr that this thesis does not identify as present in both 1991 to 2013. 

As stated by Gurr, regime instability is defined as an abrupt change in polity (see page 

19). More specifically, Gurr finds that less than four years since the last abrupt change 

in polity correlates with greater risk of rebellion, and that more than four years 

correlates with lesser risk of rebellion. A short résumé will be presented to account for 

why this thesis identifies a change and not constancy over time concerning this 

variable.   

 As the Derg came to power in 1974 (1974-1991), it gained quiet, comprehensive 

support throughout the country. This was a direct consequence of several policies 

implemented across country, such as land distribution to peasants and nationalising 

industries and services under public ownership. Financed by the Soviet Union, this 

resulted in a socialist Ethiopia that gained mass support across the country. The Derg 

was popular following the coup against Haile Selassie. It came to power under 

slogans such as “Ethiopia first”, “Land to the peasants” and “Democracy and Equality 
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to all” (Jalata, 1998, pp. 75). Nevertheless, as the Eritrean conflict took place in the 

northern provinces and as the Somalis invaded the region of Ogaden, internal disputes 

emerged. The original set up of the Derg was with general Aman Amadon as 

spokesperson and his nearest officers who wanted to solve the Eritrean crisis 

peacefully, something that not all members of the Derg agreed upon. Mutiny took 

place from within the regime, and the popular Aman Amadon was executed along 

several high-ranking officers and civil servants. General Teferi was elected as new 

leader due to his more aggressive and militant approach to solve the Eritrean and 

Somali crisis. Altogether, Teferi was the chairman of the Derg for three years (de 

facto head of state) until 1977, before another internal struggle for power took place 

within the Derg, when Teferi along his companions were killed in another mutiny. 

The motive for this was that Teferi, along some officers, should have been secret 

supporters of Ethiopia’s People’s Revolutionary Party (EPRF) a contemporary 

predecessor to the EPRDF. Mengistu Haile Mariam, the officer executing Teferi, 

claimed he had discovered a plan in Teferi’s possession, including details on how the 

EPRP would replace the “socialist experiment” of the Derg. From then, Mengistu 

ruled Ethiopia with an iron fist until his fall in 1991. On one hand, Mengistu emerged 

as an undisputed and ruthless leader, but on the other hand, this eventually resulted in 

over 20 years of regime stability (in accordance with Gurr’s definition). That is, 

Mengistu managed to control Ethiopia as one unity and thus keep the unity of the 

Derg as a regime. In other words, when the Oromo people and EPRDF (steered by the 

Tigray clique) rebelled and ousted the Derg in 1991, over 20 years had passed since 

the last abrupt change in Derg polity. This is interesting, since according to Gurr’s 

theory we should expect rebellion relatively close to an abrupt change in polity. Thus, 

this variable, as a part of Gurr’s theory, does not help us understand why the Oromo 

people rebelled in 1991.    

 In contrast, we should expect greater risk of rebellion today, since there was an 

abrupt change in polity following the death of Prime Minister Zenawi in August 2012. 

This was also the analysis several international journals presented after Meles’s death. 

However, we have not seen any tendency since of either increased rebellion or 

competition among oppositional groups. Expected competition to succeed Meles 

resulted instead, and eventually went into a rather calm transfer of power to 

Hailemariam Desalegn, the former Deputy Prime Minister.  
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 These facts suggest that in accordance with Gurr’s operationalisation of regime 

instability, the contemporary situation in the case of the Oromo people in Ethiopia 

includes regime instability with a greater risk of rebellion. The variable has, on the 

other hand, also been identified as present in 1991, but includes a lesser risk of 

rebellion. That is, this finding (of this variable) does not explain the rebellion in 1991 

nor does it explain the absence of rebellion today. Instead it contradicts with what we 

already know, and thus Gurr’s theory on why men rebel. 

 

Regime instability 1991 2013 

Lesser risk of rebellion (more than 4 years 
Present Not present 

since last abrupt change in polity) 
Greater risk of rebellion (less than 4 years 

Not present Present 
since last abrupt change in polity) 

 

The sixth variable, support from foreign governments, is the second of the six “key 

variables” mentioned by Gurr that this thesis does not identify as present from the 

years prior to 1991 and as of 2013.  

  During those years, the regional and international contexts have impacted the 

success of the Oromo peoples’ (OLF) struggle for the establishment of an 

independent state. The Somali government’s territorial ambitions throughout the 

decades have barred the OLF’s operation zone (Oromia) from any access to 

international organisations, and thus assistance from foreign states abroad. Direct 

support—diplomatic, material, or military assistance from sympathetic states—have 

thus failed to reach the OLF. The Eritrean and Tigrayan fronts have, for example, had 

the advantages of international access in the Sudan. By contrast, the Oromia region is 

quietly shut in, surrounded by the EPRDF monitoring its settlement. At a first glance 

of the regional map over Ethiopia, one may not agree with this fact, but one should 

remember that the regions of Bale and Borena are quite mountainous, which 

considerably aggravates the problem of transporting any kind of direct support to the 

Oromia from the south (Bulcha, 2011, pp. 655). Further, it is widely known and 

emphasised by international organisations such as Human Rights Watch and Amnesty 

International that foreign assistance only seems to reach those people and 

organisations that sympathise with the politics of the EPRDF. During an interview 

with a village elder in Dire Dawa, discussing state welfare, he says that: “if you 
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sympathise with their politics you can get friends, if you don’t you will be ignored”16. 

Human Rights Watch writes that: “Led by the ruling … (EPRDF), the government 

has used donor-supported programs, salaries, and training opportunities as political 

weapons to control the population, punish dissent, and undermine political opponents 

…” (2010, p. 4).          

 However, when it comes to so-called diffuse support, the story is different. As 

armed conflicts being fought in adjoining countries prior to the rebellion in 1991 

generated into spillovers such as arms and refugees, ethnopolitical movements like 

the OLF were able not just to armour and train their forces, but were also given the 

possibility to increase numerically as an organisation adopting refugees through its 

Gadaa system. Armed conflicts being fought at the time, generating the 

aforementioned spillovers, were the EPLF’s struggle for independence in the Eritrean 

province and the Somali invasion of the today-present Ogaden region (Bulcha, 2011, 

pp. 505-510). 

 The reason behind the ethno-political movement’s success in gathering diffuse 

support before the rebellion in 1991 was in many ways because of internal turmoil, 

the Derg fought the EPLF in the Eritrean province and the Somalis in the region of 

Ogaden. Thus, the OLF managed to grow by adopting refugees through its Gadaa 

system and armour itself through a series of surprise attacks on the Ethiopian forces, 

capturing their weapons and materials (Jalata, 1998, pp. 69-73). As of today, the 

situation is quite different and does not enable the same approach. The two most 

obvious incitements to this, as have been accounted for earlier, are the anti-terrorism 

law, which makes it righteous for government officials to arrest and detain people on 

merely suspicion of being OLF supporters, and the fact that the EPRDF now monitors 

the local level implemented offices across country since 2009. 

 

Support from foreign governments  1991 2013 

Direct support Not present Not present 
Diffuse support Present Not present 

 

                                                 
16 Informant 89 
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Summary 

What variables among the key variables as emphasised by Gurr can, then, possibly 

explain why the Oromo people do not rebel today as when they had rebelled and 

ousted the Derg in 1991? What variables have changed from then until now in either 

their presence or variety/degree of presence? 

 Altogether, four out of the six variables emphasised as particularly important by 

Gurr have been analysed as present in both 1991 and as of 2013 in the case of the 

Oromo people in Ethiopia. They have consistently engaged in persistent protests 

since before the rebellion in 1991 and in the years before, up until today. They have 

consistently been subject to repression by government officials. They have 

consistently been concentrated in one territorial region, and they have consistently 

been affiliated with militant ethnopolitical movements such as the OLF and the IFLO. 

As when it comes to the variable of regime instability, as defined by Gurr, it was not 

present when the Oromo people rebelled in 1991, which contradicts the theory. That 

is, regime instability should, according to the theory, boost rebellion. Lastly and 

interestingly, is that the amount of support from foreign governments in terms of 

diffuse support—spillovers of arms and refugees—was considerably greater in the 

years before the rebellion in 1991 in comparison with today. This variable is thus the 

only one which, according to Gurr’s theory, may withhold some explanatory power 

when it comes to probing why the Oromo people rebelled in 1991 but do not rebel 

today.  

 Also, it is acknowledged that the Oromo people do not engage in the same variety 

of protest today as they did during the years before the 1991 rebellion. Nonetheless, 

Gurr does not separate between varieties of protest, something I consider important to 

do since violence, as argued for, is often the spark or light necessary for people to 

awake.  

 

Key variables explaining ethnopolitical rebellion  1991 2013 
Variable 1 - Persistent past of protest (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present* 

Variable 2 - Government repression (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present* 

Variable 3 - Territorial concentrated (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present 

Variable 4 - Ethnopolitical groups operational (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present* 

Variable 5 - Regime Instability (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Not present Present 

Variable 6 - Support from foreign governments (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Not present 
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A change from grey to white coding of a variable (between 1991 and 2013) indicate that its presence 

or absence no longer increases the likelihood of rebellion, but that it has changed in a way that 

decreases the likelihood of rebellion. 
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Domestic Factors Present In Both 1991 and 2013 

As presented in the introductory part and earlier in this chapter it is argued that 

the Oromo people are the largest ethnicity in not just northeast Africa, but perhaps are 

the second or third largest nationality in Africa. It is also suggested that they are “the 

ancient race, the indigenous stock, perhaps, on which most other peoples in this part 

of eastern Africa have been grafted” (Bates, 1979).  

Recorded history and Oromo oral tradition account for that the Oromo had 

practiced the Gadaa system (of governance) for more than five centuries. During the 

16th century, when different peoples were competing for land, water, and power in the 

Horn, all the Oromo were under one Gadaa system of governance (Legesse, 1973; 

Jalata, 1993; Lata, 1999). Concerning different types of ethnopolitical groups and 

their subgroups the Oromo people are best systemised as an ethnonationalist group, 

fulfilling all criteria of such. They are “…regionally concentrated, have a history of 

organised political autonomy, including a traditional ruler or regional government 

who have supported political movements for autonomy…” (Gurr, 2000, pp. 17-18). 

Altogether, being defined as an ethnonationalist in type the Oromo people cannot be, 

nor does it systemise with the criterions of either indigenous peoples or ethnoclasses. 

This is the ancestry of the Oromo people.     

Another domestic factor acknowledged to have been constant over time, since 

1991 and in the years before until today is a history of lost political autonomy. As 

stated by Gurr (2000, p. 296), this factor is operationalised by three components: the 

magnitude of the loss, the group’s status prior to the loss, and length of time since the 

loss. It is more than one hundred years ago since the Oromo society, along with its 

Gadaa system, dissolved, being forced into the Ethiopian empire and losing its 

political autonomy. Therefore, arguing that the Oromo peoples’ loss of political 

autonomy suddenly would have “diminished” or “faded away” has been rather 

expeditious since 1991 and is thus considered not to be likely. Another fact that 

confirms this is the rather significant amount of contemporary literature from Oromo 

scholars.  

The last domestic factor accounted for as to have been constant over time from 

prior to 1991 until today is that the Oromo people as an ethnic group is a communal 

contender. Nonetheless, the Oromo people are not a minority people, but yet a 

communal contender. This is interesting, since it contradicts with Gurr’s 
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categorisation of “communal contender” as a type of “minority peoples,” which in 

turn can be found as a subgroup of “Ethnopolitical groups”. This thesis suggests, 

however, that an ethnic minority as well as an ethnic plurality can play a role as 

communal contender in accordance with Gurr’s definition of such a group. That is, 

the Oromo people are, for example, both a culturally distinct group of people 

originating from a clan/tribe similar society, and seek a share in state power. 

Furthermore, it is acknowledged that the Oromo people were (during the Derg 

regime) and still are “disadvantaged,” being subject to political, economic and 

cultural restrictions, when compared to, for example, the Tigray people. As Leenco 

Lata, one of the founding members of the OLF, states: “the Oromo struggle for self-

determination was conceptualised as part of a worldwide process of ending both class 

and national oppression within the wider goal of bringing about a totally new world 

order” (Lata, 2004, p. 1). 

 As a consequence, disappointed by its minor role in the conference post-Derg, the 

OLF decided to leave the process due to TPLF’s contradictory ideas about the future 

shape of the Ethiopian state. For example, the TPLF filled all key ministerial positions 

with its own, or with TPLF-affiliated politicians. The OLF thus called for a 

referendum on the independence of Oromia, but despite being a member of the TGE, 

they suffered decline. Even though the Ethiopian constitution includes the right to 

secession, one cannot expect further disintegration of the state. Thus, the question is if 

the Oromo people will accept this process of assimilation, or if they will keep 

struggling for the right to self-determination and the creation of an independent 

Oromia (Záhořík, 2013, pp. 56-57). 

 

Changes In Domestic Factors Between 1991 and 2013 

 The first variable among the domestic factors identified to have changed from 

prior to 1991 until 2013 is increased support for conventional organisations. This is 

interesting, as it is used as one of six domestic facilitating factors—inversely, because 

according to Gurr its finding reduces the risk of rebellion. 

 The achievements made by the Oromo in their struggle for self-determination are 

not just constrained by external factors, such as decreased support from foreign 

governments in terms of diffuse aid, but by internal factors as well. Although most of 

the existing Oromo organisations contest for the same objective—the establishment of 
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an independent Oromo state—they have not been able to pool their resources in the 

same way as in the years before the 1991 rebellion. This is sort of interconnected with 

the fact that Ethiopia faced a more incoherent polity during the Derg in comparison to 

what it faces under the EPRDF regime/polity today. As Gurr concludes, based on the 

MAR findings, the more autocratic and incoherent a polity, the more likely it is that 

people arrange for rebellion. Thus, if a regime evolves or changes in its polity, 

including democratic elements, people tend to be less prone to rebel, but more active 

in protests. In fully democratic countries, people protest because the polity allows 

them to do so, and in incoherent and autocratic polities, people rebel because they are 

not allowed to protest (Gurr, 2000, pp. 297-301). 

 Increased support for conventional organisations has likely increased as Ethiopia 

has slowly evolved through different regimes that have more democratic elements. 

Unfortunately, none or few indexes were set up for Ethiopia before the 90s, and 

therefore a comparison in variety in polity cannot be carried out. Nevertheless, both 

the Worldwide Governance Indicators and Freedomhouse Index acknowledge a more 

transparent and democratic type of presence concerning the variable polity today in 

comparison to mid-1990s. Also, the Polity IV17 project reports that Ethiopia as of 

2013 scored (-1) compared to (-8) in 1991 on the polity index (-10 being fully 

autocratic/incoherent, and + 10 being fully democratic), which confirms that Ethiopia 

had a more coherent polity in 2013 compared to in 1991.  

   Whether or not this transformation has contributed to an increase of conventional 

organisations is difficult to say, but it is acknowledged that the OLF faces greater 

difficulties unifying today when compared to the situation after the rebellion in 1991 

(Bulcha, 2011, pp. 649-651). According to Gurr’s findings, one explanation could be 

ascribed the fact that the Oromo people today have more affiliations 

(supports/supporting) with conventional organisations in comparison to before the 

rebellion in 1991. The interconnection to polity as a factor would thus be that this 

type of polity (incoherent/autocratic) did not allow the existence of conventional 

organisations in contrast to the contemporary polity of the EPRDF. According to the 

literature (Záhořík: 2013, Bulcha, 2011 and Jalata, 2001), this governmental 

transformation, or change in polity, has generated a minor breakup of the Oromo 

                                                 
17 The Polity IV Project is a quantitative research project on political governmental organisations. Its 
website contains annual information on regime and authority characteristics. 
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people as an ethnic movement. In recent years, it has been argued that differences 

between “unionists” and those who will continue with the struggle for an independent 

Oromo state have sapped the energy of the movement itself, causing a costly set-back 

for the Oromo cause (Bulcha, 2011, p. 655). The numbers of conventional Oromo-

affiliated organisations has, for example, increased from a handful prior to the 

rebellion in 1991 to more then ten such organisations as of today. Thus, it is suggested 

that the OLF has decreased numerically in terms of active members in favour of 

conventional organisations such as the International Oromo Women’s Organisation 

(IOWO), the Oromo Relief Association (ORA), the Oromo Studies Association 

(OSA), and the Oromia Support Group (OSG), who do not stress for an independent 

Oromo state in the same way that OLF does. According to Gurr’s theory, this splitting 

of the Oromo people, i.e. the possibility to chose an alternative (conventional) 

organisation to the OLF in the 20th century, has surely implied a decrease of the 

OLF’s initially numerous membership, and thus its capacity and opportunity to rebel 

(Gurr, 2000, p. 297). 

 At last, when it comes to the factor variety in polity according to Gurr’s 

definition, it has been present in Ethiopia both in 1991 and as of 2013, although a 

difference in its type of presence can be identified. That is to say, the polity in 2013 

represent a more coherent polity in comparison to the polity of the Derg in the mid-

1990s. Therefore, it is accounted for under “changes in domestic factors”.  

 

Affiliated with conventional organisations 1991 2013 
None (increase risk of rebellion) Present Not present 
If any (decrease risk of rebellion) Not present Present 

             

Variety in polity 1991 2013 
Incoherent polity (increase) Present Present 
Not an incoherent (decrease) Not present Not present 

 

Variety in polity 1991 2013 

Incoherent polity (greater risk of rebellion) Present Not present 
Less incoherent (lesser risk of rebellion) Not present Present 
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Summary 

Which variables among the domestic factors as emphasised by Gurr can, then, 

possibly explain why the Oromo people do not rebel today as they did in 1991? What 

variables have changed from then until today, either in presence or variety/degree of 

presence? 

 Altogether, five out of the six variables emphasised as domestic factors that 

facilitate rebellion further have been analysed as present in both 1991 and in 2013 in 

the case of the Oromo people in Ethiopia. The Oromo people are still an 

ethnonationalist group per se, and thus not an ethnoclass in type- or an indigenous 

group of people in accordance with Gurr’s definition of such groups. They have a 

common history of lost political autonomy, which is explicitly shown and 

demonstrated by various degrees of identification with Ethiopia as a country. That is, 

whereas Amhara and Tigray people usually identify themselves as Ethiopians, most 

Oromo do not share the same feeling due to their history of lost political autonomy, 

the Oromo culture, and not least, its Gadaa system of governance (Záhořík, 2013, pp. 

58-60). This is interconnected with the fact that the Oromo people have consistently 

been a communal contender, trying to regain the former status of the group. Lastly, it 

seem that the number of Oromo-affiliated organisations (conventional, i.e. non 

militaristic) has increased significantly since the coming of the EPRDF. This factor or 

variable is thus the only “domestic factor,” which according to Gurr’s theory 

withholds some explanatory power when it comes to probe the lack of contemporary 

rebellion (Gurr, 2000: 297).   

 Also, it is acknowledged that the EPRDF, in comparison to the Derg, attaches 

more democratic elements in its polity. The fact that the EPRDF has held elections 

several times and that several ministerial posts are being held by non-TPLF 

politicians suggests that the contemporary regime is less autocratic and incoherent in 

its polity, which in turn, according to Gurr’s theory, would suggest that people are 

less prone to rebel. Gurr, on the other hand, makes no difference in his analysis over 

degree of, or variety in incoherent/autocratic polities. This thesis, however, has an 

advantage through its in-depth case nature and has also identified a change in the 

variety or type of presence concerning this variable. 
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Domestic factors (variables) explaining ethnopolitical rebellion 1991 2013 

Variable 7 - History of lost political autonomy (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present 

Variable 8 - Increased support for conventional organisations (decreases the likelihood of rebellion) Not present Present 

Variable 9 - Incoherent polity (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present* 

Variable 10 - Group is a communal contender (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present 

Variable 11 - Group is ethnoclass in type/Indigenous people (decreases the likelihood of rebellion) Not present Not present 

Variable 12 - Group is Ethnonationalist in type (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present 

 

A change from grey to white coding of a variable (between 1991 and 2013) indicates that its presence 

or absence no longer increases the likelihood of rebellion, but that it has changed in a way which 

decreases the likelihood of rebellion. 

 

 External Factors Present In Both 1991 and 2013 

 The first external factor presented by Gurr (hypothesis 13) is that 

transnational support from kindred groups should increase or facilitate the risk of 

further rebellion, and has been identified as constant since 1991. Being the largest 

Oromo faction, the OLF has supported minor Oromo fractions and kindred groups 

scattered around the Horn from prior to 1991 to the present. Among them are the 

Borana people in Kenya, Wa Boni and Gaalbore people in Somalia, and the Welega 

people in Sudan and South Sudan. Interpreting the hypothesis of Gurr, it is suggested 

that an increase in support from kindred groups should facilitate further rebellion, and 

not the other way around (Legesse, 2000, pp. 42-43). As far as this author recognises, 

there are no indicators that suggest materialistic or economical support from kindred 

groups. Instead, it is suggested that the OLF finance themselves through diffuse aid 

(see hypothesis 6). On the whole, except support in terms of territorial resources, it is 

the Oromo people in Ethiopia that have supported transnational kindred groups with 

materialistic and economical resources (Legesse, 2000). However, since the OLF has 

been given territorial resources from kindred groups in terms of asylum in border 

towns like Moyale in Kenya, and Wernyol in South Sudan, this hypothesis or variable 

is considered to have been constant in Ethiopia since 1991. The hypothesis answers 

why the Oromo rebelled in 1991, but it fails to explain why the Oromo people do not 

rebel today. That is to say, the variable is recognised as partly present in both 1991 

and 2013.  
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Transnational support from kindred groups 1991 2013 
Materialistic support Not present Not present 
Economical support Not present Not present 
Territorial support Present Present 

 

When it comes to the last two variables (hypotheses 15 and 16), that a high level of 

armed conflict in neighbouring states and in the wider region will increase the risk of 

rebellion, they are both identified as constant in the years leading up to the 1991 

rebellion. Although some minor changes have taken place--some conflicts turned 

latent, some have reignited, and some new conflicts have emerged on African soil—

the numerical value and intensity remains about the same. Markakis writes that the 

Horn holds the continental record for both inter- and intrastate conflicts. The only 

successful secession is in Eritrea, and Somalia is the only true failed state. The Horn 

is home to innumerable national liberation movements and different ethnic groups, 

some fighting for power within their own states, other striving to join another state, or 

others to build a state of their own (Markakis, 2011, p. 5-7). 

 Despite that it is not defined as either a conflict in a neighbouring state(s) or in 

a wider region, the EPLF has struggled for independence in the Eritrean province 

prior to the 1991 rebellion and continued to afterwards surely induced a “bad 

neighbourhood” from an intrastate perspective. Some authors (Legesse, 2000; 

Markakis, 2011; Bulcha, 2013) even state that it was the threefolded intra-state 

conflict together—the EPLF fighting for the Eritrean province, the EPRDF fighting 

for the unity of Ethiopia, and the OLF striving for Oromiya independence—that 

eventually caused the rebellion in 1991 and thus the change in regime. Therefore, one 

may consider incorporating an analysis of not only conflicts from an interstate and 

intrastate perspective in neighbouring states, but also from within the state of analysis. 

  

Conflicts present (increases risk) 1991 2013 
Intrastate conflicts (in the country itself) Present Not present 
Intrastate conflicts in neighboring states Present Present 
Interstate conflicts with- or among other states  Present Present 

 

Changes In External Factors Between 1991 and 2013 

 Among the domestic factors, Gurr finds that cooperation with conventional and 

non-militant organisations reduces the risk of rebellion. This is also the case analysing 
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the external factors, where he finds that transnational support from foreign 

organisations reduces the risk of rebellion. It should be noted that these variables, to 

some extent, interconnect with each other, i.e. organisations can both be conventional 

and transnational as well as foreign. Due to this fact, and since both of them are 

included—inversely, because they reduce the likelihood of future rebellion—I chose 

to proceed analysing them as one variable from now on.  

 In comparison to 1991 and the years before the rebellion, the Oromo people have 

been able to establish a wide range of acquaintances with transnational as well as 

foreign organisations, which according to Gurr’s theory is a possible explanation to 

why the Oromo people do not rebel. The hypothesis is that increased relations with 

and support from transnational foreign (conventional) organisations simply does not 

correspond with an increase of protests/rebellions, but instead reduces the likelihood 

of future rebellion. In the case of the Oromo, the increase of acquaintanceship with 

such organisations is suggested to have emerged as a consequence of the OLF 

withdrawal from the Transnational Government Elections in June 1992, bringing the 

OLF media publicity across the globe. In other words, the Oromo people were 

considered ill-treated and misrepresented in favour of the EPRDF (steered by the 

Tigrayan clique) in the establishment of the Transnational Government. This caused 

sympathising states to feel pitiful about the Oromo people, which in turn led to an 

emergence of Oromo-affiliated organisations across the globe. Examples of such 

organisations are the Oromo Relief Association (ORA) with several instances across 

the globe, the Oromo Student Association (OSA) based in the USA, and the Oromia 

Support Group (OSG) based in the UK and Australia (Markakis, 2011).  

 Another reason for the increase in transnational organisations supporting the 

Oromo cause is stated to be the emergent studies on the Oromo people during the 21th 

century, something that was not possible during the Derg reign (Záhořík, 2013). The 

argument is that the emergent studies on the Oromo people have enlightened people 

about the Oromo situation across the globe, which in turn has led to an increase of 

transnational support. Taking the Oromo as historical actors, the emergent Oromo 

studies identify the lack of the ‘Oromo situation’ in early Ethiopian studies, focusing 

on Ethiopian history from an Amhara and Tigray perspective. “On the whole, 

Ethiopian studies treated Oromo studies as a superfluous, and barely tolerated, 

appendage of the Ethiopianist establishment whose primary focus was the Semitic-

speaking populations of Northern Ethiopia and their cultures, languages, literature, 
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history, and archaeology” (Legesse, 2000. pp. 2-3). Today, on the other hand, the 

emergent literature on conquered peoples like the Oromo, including on 

transformations of their social, cultural, and political institutions, are widely 

distributed and accounted for (Jalata, 1996, pp. 98). Asafa Jalata18, Mekuria Bulcha19, 

and John Markakis20 are some of the authors behind the emergent literature on the 

Oromo people in Ethiopia (Záhořík, 2013).  

 In summary, according to Markakis (2011) and Bulcha (2013), there are two 

elements identified which finally induced an increase in transnational support from 

foreign states/organisations: the emergent literature on the Oromo people (merely 

present during late 80s), and the OLF withdrawal of the TGE in 1992. Together, these 

two elements caused situational awareness of the Oromo people in the world 

community—among NGOs, transnational organisations and foreign governments—

who have engaged the Oromo quest (Bulcha, 2013, pp. 10-25). The hypothesis 

(number 14 as presented by Gurr) that transnational support from foreign 

governments or organisations reduces the likelihood of rebellion is thus considered to 

answer why the Oromo people do not rebel in the case of Ethiopia. 

 

Transnational support from foreign org 1991 2013 
None/few (increase risk of rebellion) Present Not present 
Several (decrease risk of rebellion) Not present Present 

 

Summary 

What variables among the external factors as emphasised by Gurr can then possibly 

explain why the Oromo people do not rebel today as they rebelled and ousted the 

Derg in 1991? What variables have changed from then until today in its presence or 

variety/degree of presence? 

 Altogether, three out of the four variables, emphasised as domestic factors that 

facilitate rebellion further, have been analysed as present both in 1991 and 2013 in the 

case of the Oromo people in Ethiopia. They have consistently received support from 

kindred groups in terms of territorial resources. The Oromiya region, along with its 

people and Ethiopia as a country, as well as in the wider region, has consistently been 

                                                 
18 Asafa Jalata is a professor in Sociology at the University of Tennessee  
19 Mekuria Bulcha is a professor in Sociolgy (PhD) at Mälardalens University   
20 John Markakis is a professor in Politics (PhD) at Columbia University  
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surrounded by a “bad neighbourhood,” which according to the hypothesis should 

facilitate further rebellion. That is, there has always been a high level of armed 

conflicts in neighbouring states and in the wider Horn. Nonetheless, the findings of 

this thesis suggest that one may find it interesting to include the variety and degree of 

interstate conflict(s), not only in surrounding countries but in the case of analysis as 

well, since this according to empirics was one factor that eventually caused the 

Oromo to rebel in 1991. As for when it comes to transnational support from foreign 

organisations, it has increased radically the last ten years, mainly as a consequence of 

the Oromo media publicity across the globe caused by emergent literature on the 

Oromo people, but also as NGOs and the international body are more coherent in their 

ways of monitoring the respect for Human Rights in its measurements. This is the 

second hypothesis, incorporated in Gurr’s research because it inversely reduces the 

likelihood of further rebellion, which this thesis identifies as having changed in its 

presence over time.  

 

External factors (variables) explaining ethnopolitical rebellion 1991 2013 

Variable 13 - Transitional support from kindred groups (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present 

Variable 14 - Transitional support from foreign organisations (decrease the likelihood of rebellion) Not present Present 

Variable 15 - High level of intrastate armed civil conflicts (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Not present 
Variable 16 - High level of armed civil conflict in neighboring countries (increases the likelihood of 
rebellion) 

Present Present* 

      

A change from grey to white coding of a variable (between 1991 and 2013) indicates that its presence 

or absence no longer increases the likelihood of rebellion, but that it has changed in a way that 

decreases the likelihood of rebellion. 
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CHAPTER 5 – CONCLUSIONS 

 

 The scope of this study has been to probe, in accordance with Gurr’s theory on 

“Why Men Rebel,” why the Oromo people do not rebel against the current regime in 

Ethiopia as they rebelled and ousted the Derg in 1991. This is interesting, since the 

Oromo people’s pursuit of self-determination was left unfulfilled even after the 

rebellion in 1991, and remained so in 2013.  

 As discussed in the second chapter, I have chosen not only to use Gurr’s “Why 

Men Rebel” model as an analytical framework per se, but also tried to develop it 

further to better fit a qualitative research design. This chapter will thus be two-folded, 

beginning with the findings using Gurr’s operationalisation, and finishing off with the 

findings using both Gurr’s and the further operationalisation of the model as 

elaborated in the second chapter. The latter is found to be of certain relevance, 

especially concerning four variables. I will come back to those later. 

 

Explaining The Case  

 The findings of this thesis using Gurr’s operationalising indicate that four 

variables have changed in a direction that helps us explain the absence of rebellion in 

contemporary Ethiopia. This is illustrated in the table below, summing up the changes 

in the variables between 1991 and 2013, as operationalised by Gurr.  

 

Variables explaining ethnopolitical rebellion  1991 2013 

Key-variables     
Variable 1 - Persistent past of protest (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present* 

Variable 2 - Government repression (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present* 

Variable 3 - Territorial concentrated (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present 

Variable 4 - Ethnopolitical groups operational (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present* 

Variable 5 - Regime instability (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Not present Present 

Variable 6 - Support from foreign governments (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Not present 

      

Domestic factors (variables) 1991 2013 

Variable 7 - History of lost political autonomy (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present 

Variable 8 - Increased support for conventional organisations (decreases the likelihood of rebellion) Not present Present 

Variable 9 - Incoherent polity (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present* 

Variable 10 - Group is a communal contender (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present 

Variable 11 - Group is ethnoclass in type/indigenous people (decreases the likelihood of rebellion) Not present Not present 

Variable 12 - Group is ethnonationalist in type (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present 
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External factors (variables) 1991 2013 

Variable 13 - Transitional support from kindred groups (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present 

Variable 14 - Transitional support from foreign organisations (decreases the likelihood of rebellion) Not present Present 

Variable 15 - High level of intrastate armed civil conflicts (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Not present 

Variable 16 - High level of armed civil conflict in neighboring countries (increases the likelihood of 
rebellion) 

Present Present 

 

A change from grey to white coding of a variable in the table between 1991 and 2013 

indicates that its presence or absence no longer increases the likelihood of rebellion, 

but that it has changed in a way that decreases the likelihood of rebellion.  

 The first identified possible explanation to the absence of rebellion is the absence 

of high level of armed civil conflicts (variable 15). In comparison to 1991 (with the 

exception of some clashes in the Ogaden between rebels and governmental forces) 

almost no intrastate conflicts existed as of 2013. In 1991, on the other hand, the EPLF 

fought for independence in the Eritrean province. The Somali in today’s present 

Ogaden region, the TPLF for the new creation of the unity of Ethiopia, and the Derg 

fought them all while trying to retain its communist statehood. In turn, support from 

foreign governments (variable 6) has also decreased. As accounted for in the analysis, 

the region of Oromiya is quite shut-in, wherefore neither diffuse nor direct support as 

defined by Gurr reaches the OLF, who are territorially concentrated in the region of 

Oromiya. In 1991, on the other hand, the OLF received diffuse support—spillovers 

such as arms, vehicles and refuges—due to armed conflicts being fought within the 

country, in nearby regions, and in adjoining countries. That is to say, the second 

possible explanation to the absence of rebellion is the absence of support from foreign 

governments, operationalised as spillovers found in conflict zones. 

 The third possible explanation is identified as the presence of support from 

conventional organisations (variable 8). It is acknowledged that the numbers of such 

organisations to which ethnopolitical groups are affiliated have increased lately, 

especially when it comes to the Oromo people. The full list of affiliated Oromo 

organisations is presented in chapter 3, of which all were founded after the rebellion 

in 1991 and prior to 2013. Why there has been such a change is not certain, but it is 

suggested that the incoherent polity of the Derg did not allow the existence of 

conventional organisations, in contrast to the contemporary polity of EPRDF. Lastly, 

the fourth explanation is identified to be the presence of transnational support from 

foreign organisations (variable 14), which is argued to affect the likelihood of 
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rebellion negatively. That is to say, Gurr identifies the presence of this variable as 

correlating with a decrease in the likelihood of rebellion. Gurr then operationalises 

this as mapping the presence of development assistance from countries and NGOs. 

 

� � � 

 

 The findings of the thesis using both Gurr’s and the further operationalisation of 

the model, as elaborated in the second chapter, suggest that we can identify another 

four variables that have changed between 1991 and 2013. Not in terms of that they 

have changed from present to absent or vice versa, but in terms of that they have 

changed in their variety or type of presence. Those are persistent protest (variable 1), 

government repression (variable 2), ethnopolitical groups operational (variable 4) 

and incoherent polity (variable 8). Interpreting the table below, we can see in what 

way the variables have changed. 

  

Variables that have changed in type of presence 1991 2013 
      

Variable 1 - Persistent past of protest (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present 

Violent (greater risk of rebellion) Present Not present 

Non-violent (lesser risk of rebellion) Not present Present 

      

Variable 2 - Government repression (increase the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present 

Violent (greater risk of rebellion) Present Not present 

Non-violent (lesser risk of rebellion) Not present Present 

      

Variable 4 - Ethnopolitical groups operational (increases the likelihood of rebellion) Present Present 

Military capacity mobilised (greater risk of rebellion) Present Not present 

Military capacity demobilised (lesser risk of rebellion) Not present Present 

      

Variable 8 - incoherent polity (increase the likelihood of rebellion)  Present Present 

Incoherent (greater risk of rebellion) Present Not present 

Less incoherent (lesser risk of rebellion) Not present Present 

     

A change from grey to white coding of a variable between 1991 and 2013 indicates 

that its type of presence has changed and does not imply a greater, but a probably a 

lesser, risk of rebellion. 

 As presented, the Oromo continues to struggle to achieve their freedom, but it is 

also acknowledged for that the political situation in 2013 compared to in 1991 is quite 
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different. As presented, the Oromo continue to struggle to achieve their freedom, but 

it is also acknowledged that the political situation in 2013 compared to 1991 is quite 

different. As of 2013, government repression was practiced in the capacity of political 

weapons without any actual physical measures taken—legislations were used to 

undermine political opponents, including jailing and silencing critics and media, laws 

were enacted to undermine human rights activity, and the political opposition was 

prevented from gaining a political voice. In turn, this restrained ethnopolitical groups 

in carrying out any violent protests, who instead had been focusing on non-violent 

protests—verbal opposition, scattered acts of sabotage, and symbolic destruction of 

property, as operationalised by Gurr. In 1991, on the other hand, government 

repression took shape in a more violent approach, including the project of ‘villages of 

assimilation’ to which antagonists of the regime were displaced. As when it comes to 

the variable of ‘persistent protest,’ neither policies nor legislations were monitoring 

the actions of ethnopolitical groups at the time, which enabled violent protests as an 

answer to repression and oppression following the Derg’s struggle for power. 

 Altogether, the deployment of these variables has changed, from violent in 1991 

to less or non-violent in 2013. According to the theory, on the other hand, this should 

not matter since rebellion is dependent upon the variables presented per se. The 

assessment made by Gurr and further developed in this study is thus that violence 

(including physical measures taken) when it comes to not just persistent protest, but 

also government repression, increases the likelihood of rebellion. In 2013 compared 

to in 1991, there were significantly less reported cases of repression from the 

government and fewer demonstrations from the Oromo people that included physical 

or violent measures. The argument is that these two variables have changed in their 

variety of presence—from violence to less violent in their nature—to imply a lesser 

risk of further rebellion. Concerning conflicts based on ethnicity or identity, it is not 

rare that violence leads to further divergences and additional violence between 

different parts of a conflict. In this context, it should be mentioned that all of the 103 

interviewed that was Oromo considered their identity as Oromo and not Ethiopian, in 

contrast to for example, Amhara or Tigray nationalities. “I am Oromo, not Ethiopian. 

My family is Oromo and I am definitely Oromo. We are OLF”21.    

                                                 
21 Informant 40  
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 As when it comes to the variable incoherent polity, it has been identified that 

Ethiopia was less autocratic in 2013 in comparison to in 1991—still autocratic, but 

less autocratic, which is something that Gurr’s binary operationalisation misses. As 

acknowledged by the Polity IV project, Ethiopia was a “close autocracy” as of 2013 

and a “full autocracy” as of 1991. Although no triangulation can be carried out due to 

lack of statistics from the 1990s concerning this data, written sources confirm that 

Ethiopia was more autocratic under the rule of the Derg in comparison to today. Also, 

the variable of ethnopolitical groups operational has changed in its type of presence 

between 1991 and 2013. That is to say, in 1991 the OLF’s Oromo Liberation Army 

(OLA) was the actual numerical strength that ousted the Derg. Post-coup, however, 

they negotiated to demobilise their army due to the creation of the Transnational 

Government. Today, on the other hand, the OLA is far from being mobilised in 

accordance with its former numerical strength.         

 Lastly, I would like to emphasise the change in the variable of regime instability. 

In accordance with Gurr’s theory, this variable was present in 1991 but with a variety 

that implied lesser risk of rebellion. In 2013, on the other hand, it was present with a 

variety that implied greater risk of rebellion. This is interesting because it contradicts 

with the identified changes in the other variables that explain the absence of rebellion. 

However, Gurr writes that the likelihood of rebellion is greater up to 4 years after the 

last abrupt change in polity, and so far we have not seen any tendency past Meles’ 

death of either increased rebellion or competition among oppositional groups. 

Expected competitions to succeed Meles resulted instead into a rather calm transfer of 

power to Hailemariam Desalegn, the former Deputy Prime Minister. 

 

The Future Of The Oromo People In Ethiopia 

 What can, then, be said concerning the future of Ethiopia? Some argue that the 

Oromo people never will forget the loss of their land, and some argue that the process 

of assimilation will slowly play its part. Nonetheless, one should not forget that the 

Ethiopian constitution guarantees the right to self-determination up to secession for 

any of the ethnicities represented within its borders—“even though one cannot expect 

further disintegration of the state” (Záhořík, 2013, p. 56), or “should one expect 

another violent change of which the consequences will be as costly as the ones that 

occurred in 1974 and 1991” (Bulcha, 2011, p. 656). Regardless, if one wants to 
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interpret Gurr’s theory, the lack of several variables explains why we do not see such 

“violent change” and why we instead “can expect further integration of the state”.          

 

Concluding Remarks On The Theory   

 This study has identified a change in 7 out of the 16 variables between 1991 and 

2013 as presented by Gurr. The theory helps us explain the absence of rebellion in 

contemporary Ethiopia and pinpoints some of the variables that correlate with the 

phenomenon. The variables identified to have changed in type of presence are the 

three key variables government repression, persistent protest, ethnopolitical groups 

operational and the domestic variable of incoherent polity. The variables identified to 

have changed from present to absent or vice versa are the domestic factors support 

from conventional organisations, and the two external factors transnational support 

from foreign organisations and present conflicts. 

 Altogether, this study finds that the Why Men Rebel model helps to explain the 

absence of rebellion in the case of the Oromo people in Ethiopia, and it is 

acknowledge as a useful instrument in this matter. However, it is also identified that it 

may bring some implications, depending on the purpose of ones thesis. That is to say, 

Gurr’s operationalisation is quite limiting due to the fact that it only examines 

variables as either presence or absence. Therefore, it is suggested that a researcher can 

examine the variables as presented by Gurr, but further elaborate on these to better fit 

the purpose of a qualitative case study. Sometimes an instrument, including more than 

binary coding, must be present in order to understand the phenomenon one wants to 

examine.  
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